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DEEP DIVING FACILITY UPDATE

By

D.J. Fullerton, P.Eng.

In response to t'ie Defence White Paper in the 70's, Canadian
Ocean Policy of 1973 and the impetus placed on the diving industry,
DCIEM was given approval to proceed with the design and construction
of the Deep Diving Facility in December, 1973. We were allocated a
budget of 1.85 million dollars, in an effort to stay within this
budget, it was necessary for us to assume the role of prime contrac-
tor, design team and fabricator of many components. With Mr. John
Canty's engineering consulting expertise in pressure vessel design
and advice in other areas beyond our experience, the assistance of
DCIEM's human factors group and our own engineering expertise, the
Deep Diving Facility is now becoming a reality.

The pressure vessels for the main chamber complex were received
from Canadian Vickers 29 July, 1977 and set in their fieal position
at DCIEM on 30 July. The vessels were somewhat late in arriving due
to many unforeseen factors at Vickers relating to engineering and
testing problems, for pressure vessels with such heavy walls. These
were overcome however, and the vessels sucessfully passed the required

tests for certification and code stamping.

DCIEM's responsibilities regarding design, fabrication and
installation of supporting systems and sub-systems is on schedule and
in some cases ahead of schedule.

As previously reported, the BIBS and helium storage banks are
completely installed. The distribution system which receives chamber
pressurization gases from the twelve pure gas banks and routes three
of these to the control room for further selection are now completely
installed. The transfer manifolds which receive the twelve pressuri-
zation gases and six BIBS gases and routes these to and from the

* equipment selection manifolds are also completely installed. Tbe
equipment manifold which receives the gases from the transfer manifold
and subsequently routes the gases to and from the handling equipment,
is completely installed.

The Pas handling equipment we have purchased includes:

a. 0-3000 psig RIX helium compressors (30-50 scfm) - 2 only;

b. 3000-6000 psig Corblin diaphragm boosters (30 scf) - 4 only;

c. 50 I/min vacuum pump;

d. Airco 3-gas mixmaker;

" t
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e. 5000 ft3 helium storage bladder- 2 ori

f. 30-50 scfr International Crvgenic Engineering b.1 ium u
pre-purifier - 1 only;

All of the above items are now installed with the exception of the
helium repurifier as it is in transit from the manufacturer now.

The equipment and manifold status board which graphically dis-
plays the gas routing through the system is now installed and operational.
All gas manifolds, the display, and a gas sampling station have beenenclosed in a control room dedicated to the control of gas processing and
routing throughout the facility.

The instrument air system consisting of 1500 psi DCIEM supply air,
a Bauer 7 scfm compressor, a Haskell booster, two 3000 psi storage flasks,
a 125 psi accumulator and manifolds is now operational.

It is planned to begin training of DCIEM operators in the use of
these systems early in 1978 to minimize the time lag between acceptance
of the facility and the beginning of diving operations.

The oxygen system which is ho, ied in a special explosion-proof
room has been designed and installed. However, it has not yet been
pressure tested or verified clean for oxygen service. The development
of the other systems is also progressing satisfactorily.

The potable water system is now finalized and many components have
been received. It will consist of 140 gallons of stored cold water
maintained approximately 60 psig above chamber pressure by helium pressure.
Hot water is manufactured as required by passing the cool water over a
steam heat exchanger on its way to the shower or commode located in the
ephere (entry lock). There will be an automatic shut-off when the water
level gets too low for safe operation. At that time the storage will
be replenished from city water supply lines. Installation is scheduled
for late 1977.

The sanitary system is completely designed, and installation will
begin shortly. A mechanical interlock mechanism on all valves in this
systLm has been designed to eliminate the occurrence of any untimely
accidents. The design of the water traps and equalization vents is
presenvly being finalized. The toilet will be a pullman type fold down
toilet and wash basin.

The design of the fire suppression system is completely designed
and installation has begun. The system will be a water deluge type
activated manually from inside the chamber or from a number of key
external locations. We will not install an automatic activation system
at this time as we are not convinced of its merit; however, should r
faster and more reliable systems become available in the future, we
have the capability to retrofit them.



The wet pot cooling system has been designed in principle;
however, some tests are planned to verify the design calculations for
initial cooling of the watei: in the wet pot. This will be accomplished
by vapourizing liquid aiitrogen a,!d bubbling it through the water. Once
the desired temperature is attained it will be maintained by small
internal heat exchangers inside the wet pot. We are re-evaluating this
principle in terms of high operational costs and may decide to install
a system utilizing more conventional cooling methods.

The heating system has been finalized and most components have
been installed. Heating will be accomplished by external strip, pad,
and heating cable fastened to key sections of the external chamber walls.
The entire complex will then be covered with two incheni of spray foam
insulation. Temperature will be automatically controlled. This
arrangement will facilitate very close control of the interior tempera-
ture due to the large heat source in the chamber walls. Also, there
will not be any temperature stratification as witnessed in other
installations as temperature is achieved by uniform radiation from the
chamber walls rather than simply heating the gases introduced into the

vessels.

We have received the environmental loop cannisters, designed
the piping system, and have overcome the difficulty we were experien-
cing in obtaining suitable pumps for passing the chamber gases over
these dessicant beds. We have been working with Nova Scotia Research
Foundation (NSRF) and Undersea Equipment in the application of a

S~suitable pump system developed by them to our specific needs. A

viable solution has developed and a. contract has been awarded to NSRF
for the supply of these pumps.

The pressurization and depressurization systems have been
designed and all components are on order. Pressurization is accom-
plished via remotely operated control valves from the control consoles.
We anticipate maintaining dive rates of up to 150 ft/min. to approxi-
mately 3000 feet, after which, the rates will drop off slightly. Depth
should be maintained within a ftw inches of the desired depth by a
custom holding mechanism designed by our personnel. Also, decompression
rates are controlled with the same accuracy from 1 ft/hr to 60 ft/hr
automatically as desired. For faster rates, control is via remotely
operated control valves from the console. We can maintain decompression
rates of approximately 100 ft/min to about 30 feet. From 30 feet to
the surface larger valves are utilized in an effort to maintain these
rates. Our degree of success will be determined in our system trials.

S The entire control room and its equipment is designed, received,
and construction of the consoles is completed. Included 4n the control
room will be:

1. compression/decompression controls

S 2. environmental monitors - P02; PC0 2 ; Z R.U.; temp.

3. elapsed and 24-hur clocks

S i.
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4. BIBS control and selection valves

5. pressurization gas selection valves

6. depth gauges

7. communication intercom and head-s2t interconnection
computers 4'

8. helium unscramblers

9. dictaphone voice actuated logging system

10. data acquisition and retrieval computer

11. closed-circuit television and videotape recorders

12. Airco mixuaker for emergency gas mixing

13. Canty light level controls

1/4. systems status board

15. fire system actuation controls.

It is planned that diving operations be controlled by four men. This
is due mainly to very careful design of the controls and location of
them, as well as full utlization of all automatic recording s:ystems
available to us.

It is important to note that there are manual controls for all
automatic systems, and in the case of the oxygen systems, there are
six mechanisms designed into the system by which we can control oxygen
make-up.

The human factors design of the interior furnishings of the
vessels has been completed as has the engineering design of the
furnishings. The construction began once the chamber was installed
as a considerable amount of extra fitting had to be done. The
interior will be painted similarly to the full scale mock-up and all
non-painted furniture will be stainless steel.

to It is clear that the Deep Diving Facility is well on its way

to becoming a fact. We anticipate that the basic installation will be
cen•pleted approximately eight months after delivery of the chamber or
sometime about March, 1978. By the fall of 1978 the system should be
ready to conduct manned dives to approximately 3000 feet; however, our
diving activities will be much shallower than this initially. Further
excursions will only be possible after some critical components are
modified such as our digital depth gauges which only have a capability
of 100 bars or 3260 feet.

AL
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This brings up the point of the metric units that will be used

in the operation of the system. Because Canada is already in the
process of metric conversion, all displays and controls in the system
are installed in metric units. Depth and pressure are both in units
of bars, while partial pressures are in units of mmig. These units
were chosen because they are consistent with the SI system and other
metricated diving nations.

Probably the most pressing question of importance to industry
is the cost to utilize the DDF for private experimentation and
research. In an effort to illustrate how these costs would be
calculated the following example has been used:

PROJECTED OPERATING COSTS FOR CIVILIAN USAGE

1. HELIUM COSTS

A. Pressurization Costs

Assume: - pressurization of entire chamber complex
- wet-pot is filled with water
- 25% of the helium handled is lost due to leaks,

instruments, and re:laim system blowdown losses.

Calculations:
S- volume of gas handled per foot of depth:

96.7 cubic feet
- losses: 96.7 x .25 - 24.2 cubic feet
- cost of helium: $0.08 per cubic foot
- cost of lost helium: approximately $2 per footof depth $2/foot

B. Pass-,Thru Utilization Costs

Assume: - each of 3 locks is cycled 3 times daily
- 25% of the helium handled is lost

Calculations:

cost of gas handled per foot of depth per day
in all lock operations: $.07 per foot per day
For simplicity assume this cost is calculated
on the average depth of the dive rather than
the maximum or approximately 1/2 of the above
cost: $0.037/ft/day

2. OXYGEN COSTS

A. Pressurization Costs

Assume: - 0.35 ATA oxygen partial pressure to be
established.

_NNW"
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Calculations:

- volume of oxygen required independent of
depth: 560 cubic feet

- oxygen costs: $0.035 per cubic foot
- cost of establishing atmosphere: approxi-

mately $20 per dive $20/dive

B. Atmosphere Maintenance Costs

Assume: - 0.35 ATA oxygen partial pressure to be
maintained

- four divers within the chamber cosiplex

- oxygen consumption per man per minute
averages I 11tre.

Calculations:

- total daily cousumption" 412 cubic feet
- oxygen costs: $0.035 per cubic foot
- cost of maintaining an oxygen atmosphere:

approx. $15 per day $15/day

3. DESSICANT COSTS

A. Soda Lime

Assume: - four divers within the chamber complex

- C02 production 1 litre per minute pez man

Calculations:

- soda line requirements per ma: 20 pounds
per day

- cost per pound! $.70
- daily costs for soda line: $56 per day $56/day

B. Miscellaneous Dessicants
The following dessicants are used in small

quantities or are regenerable. The quanti-
ties required are there ore estimated based
on yearly requirements.

Assume: - annual number of diving days is approximately
1/3 of the year or 130 days.

(1) Silica-gel II
- approximately two 50 gallon drums (700 ibs)

annually at $1.00 per pound.
- Total annual cost: $700

2.. .' •- ' ... . .u Im -- " i •'•. ..... .... . .. . . . .. .:, - -. --- -. - '', A , .. •. ..... i -, -. . . ;_: ... .. . .. . . .



(2) Molecular Sieve

- approximately one 50 gllon drum
(350 lb.) per year at $1.50 per
pound

- Total annual cost: $525

(3) Charcoal

- approximately 80 pounds annually
at $0.40 per pound

- Total annual cost: $32

(4) PurafilI

- approximately 15 pounds annually: $43

The total annual cost of miscellaneous
dessicants is $1300
The daily costs to recover this are:$10 per day $10/day

4. LIQUID NITROGEN COSTS

Liquid nitrogen is used to chill the water in
the wet-pot for cold water dives.

A. Initial Cool-Down Costs
- design calculations indicate that to cool the

wet-pot from room temperature (21 0 C) to -20C
will require 22000 pounds of liquid nitrogen
at $0.12 per pound: $2640/dive $2640/dive

B. Low Temperature Maintenance Costs

- design calculations indicate that 960 pounds
of liquid nitrogen will be required to maintain

$ -20C in the wet-pot every 24 hours at a cost
of $0.12 per pound: $115/day $115/day

5. COST OF MEALS

Assume: - three 4-man watches per day to operate the complex.
* - four divers within the complex. (Scientific sup-

port staff may increase this complement by 5 toI0 men).

Calculations:

-. average cost for meals per man per day: $15
- total daily meal cost: $15 x 16 - $240 $240/day

S|
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6. MISCELLANEOUS COSTS

Other costs may be incurred resulting directly
from the cost of special equipment installa-
tions, scientific services, etc. as dictated
by the particular experiment. These cannot be
projected at this time, however, it may be safe
to assume that these are absorbed by overhead
charges.

7. OVERHEAD COSTS

Treasury Board policy dictates that an overhead
charge of 65Z of DCIEM's costs be added to
total costs for non-military diving programs.

PROPOSED ACCOUNTING OF A TYPICAL 1000-FOOT DIVE

The following calculations are based on a civilian (industrial)

dive of 1000 feet (445 psi) for 15 days (5 days bottom time, 10 days

decompression), with the wet-pot chilled to -2 0 C for 5 days.

Operations and Maintenance Costs

a. Total of all daily costs x 15 days: $15 (oxygen)
+ $56 (soda lime) + $10 (misc. dessicants) + $240
(meals) x 15 - $321 x 15 $ 4,315

b. Cost of Oxygen Pressurization: $ 20

c. Cost of Helium Pressurization:$2/foot x 1000 $ 2,000

d. Cost of Medical Lock Operation:

$0.035/foot/day x 1000 x 15 days: $ 525

e. Cost of Wet-Pot Cooling:
$2640 + ($115/day x 5 day3) $ 3,215

G & S Sub-Total $10,575.00
+ 65% Overhead 6,873.75

G & S Total $17,448.75

Personnel C.sts

f. Operational personnel:

$292 x 3 watches x 15 days $13,140.00

g. Medical Officer: $200 x 15 $ 3,000.00

Sub-Total $16,140.00
+ 65Z Overhead $10,491.00

Personnel total $26,631.00

TOTAL COST OF 1000 FOOT/15 DAY
SATURATION DIVE WITH 5 DAYS OF
WET-POT COOLING ................................... $43,807.50

all o l oi 111
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The non-recoverable costs for the dive 1977 dollars approxi-
mates $2WZ0.50/day, or hi.d it been conducted entirely under the
auspices of DCIEM, the cost would be $705/day as overhead costs
would not have been included.

When an information exchange is mutually agreed upon and
the experimental data resulting from ýa civilian dive it-of value to

DCIEM, the dive costs will be shared as determined by the Chief,
DCIEM.

As should now be evident, the DDF is well on Its way to
becoming a reality, and when completed, it will be one of the world's
finest hyperbaric installations that the Canadian Diving Community
can be proud to be associated with.

$I

I1

$I
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DCIEN DIVING AND RESEARCH PROGRAMME

1976 - 1977

By

LCDR B.A. Ridgev•ll

INTRODUCTION

This paper will be given in three parts. First I'll discuss
the Diving Division's Organization and basically how it fits into
the overall DCIEM organization. Secondly, I'll review our accom-
plishments since the first Canadian Diving Symposium at DCIEM in
February, 1976, and finally, I'll discuss some of our future

programs.

ORGANIZATION

DCTPF. Within DCIEM there are five research divisions, the
School of Operational and Aerospace Medicine (SOAM), the Canadian
Forces Central Medical Board (CMB) and of course, Administrative and
Technical Division. The five research and operations division are:

K- aa Bio Sciences Division;

b. Behavioural Sciences Division;

c. Medical Life Support Division;

d. Health Sciences Division; and

e. Diving Division.

This organization chart is shown in Annex A.

Diving Division. The Diving Division is divided into foursections as dhown in Annex B. These seztions arp"

a. Diving Operations Section;

b. Hyperbaric Facilities Section;

c. Diving Medical Section; and

d. Diving nesearch and Development Section

These sectioni vary considerably in size. The Diving Operations
Section contisins all the military clearance divers as well ae- a
number of pe-manent staff civilian divers and hyperbaric chamber
operators. 'h'h other sections are all small in numbers, however,
they are well supported by the Operations Section and other divisions
within DC IEVI.
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1977 ACCOMPLISIMENTS
The Diving Division as a wholfe has made good progress since

the last meetlag. Some of the accomplishments are as follows:

Saturation Dive - NEDU. In April, 1976 the Canadian Forces
conducted their first saturation dive using the USN Navy Experimental
Diving Unit's facilities in Panama City, Florida. A team of four
clearance divers from DCIEM were saturated for eleven days to maximum
pressure equivalent of 456 feet of sea water. The purpose of the
dive was to evaluate surface supported diving equipment in water
temperatures below 40 0 F. In addition to the equipment evalaation
CF divers gained valuable saturation diving experience and our
scientific personnel acquired extensive physiological and thermal
stress data.

O~neration Cold Diver III. Operation Cold Diver III was the
third operational evaluation of the Commercial Diving Hctmet Rat Hat
and the Yokohama Diving Suit conducted in Bedford Basin, Halifax,
Nova Scotia in April, 1977. Physiological and thermal monitoring of (
the CF divers was maintained throughout the evaluation which resultedin the accumulation of excellent data on cold deep water surface

supported diving. The new CF hydraulic tool package was also
evaluated during this operation.

Foreign Training. In September, 1977, Lt's(N) Fortin and
Mitchell participated with French Navy divers on a deep training
course at GISMER, France. This course consisted of four weeks of
open sea diving using the French Navy MK 4 deep diving system to
depths of 100 metres seawater.

DCIEM Training. Thirty-five weeks of training are conducted
1,y the Diving Division in co-operation with the School of Operational
and Aerospace Medicine at DCIEM. The majority of these courses are
in support of the Maritime Commander and the Surgeon General. There
are, however, a aumber of courses which are conducted in support of
other government departments such as MOT, RCMP and OPP.

Research and Development. Our major contribution to Diving
Research and Development has been in the decompression computer field.
A new production model electronic decompression computer has been
produced by Canadian Thin Films (CTF) Ltd. of Port Coquitlam, British
Columbia. These computers were developed at DC1EH and CTF were con-

tracted to build two models, the XDC-l (electronic decompression 4
calculator) and the XDC-2 (electronic decompression mooitar). Initial
testing of these computers indicates that these new electronic models
have eliminated all the problems we have experienced with our older
pneumatic decompression models. If the results of our evaluations are
successful, it is intended to recall all the operational pneumatic
decompression computers currently in use and issue the new XDC-2
computers for use with hyperbaric facilities and surface supported
diving systems of the Canadian Forces.
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Test and Evaluation. The major effort in test and evaluation
* has been directed towards building a breathing machine which will

simulate a diver breathing at various work rates, water temperatures
and depths of water. It is now possible to quickly test all diver
life support equipment in the unmanned mode to pressures equivalent
to 1000 feet of seawater. The first major evaluation using this
apparatus was a single hose regulator *Jaluation which compared
various off-the-shelf breathing regulators measuri.g inhalation and
exhalation breathing resistances. As a result of this objective
evaluation and subsequent subjective evaluation, a new single hose

regulator will be introduced into the Canadian Forces in 1978. The
breathing simulator and the 1000 fsw test chamber are routinely used
to test diving equipment that has been involved in diving accidents 4
or incidents. Accident investigation is becoming an ever increasing
commitment to the Diving Division.

Hyperbaric Facilities. The hyperbaric facilities of DCIEM

include a 1000 fsw unmanned tert chamber, a 340 fsw training/trwatment,
and recompression chamber (RCC) and the new 5600 fsw saturation Deep
Diving Faci. ity (DDF). The major effort has been in the construction
of the DDF. The main pressure vessels were placed in the building on
25 July, 1977 and since then the emphasis has been to assemble the

consoles and associated equipment in the main control room. This now
is nearing completion leaving only the plumbing of the main :hamber

. ~ and life tupport loops left to finish. In addition to the DDF five
air and helium/oxygen diving consoles have been designed and built
by the Diving Division for use by the Fleet Diving Units, CF DivingTenders and the new diving support ship HMCS CORMORANT.

FUTURE PROGRAMS

"DDF. The firrtt priority of the Division is for the DDF to be
orerational by the fall of 1978. A one atmosphere dive is planned
f r si~mner. This iE an unpressurized 10-day dive to evaluate the
human engineering design of the DDF and identify interface equipment
problems. Commencing early in the new year various sub system' r testing will be conducted resulting in complete systems tests by
early summer. The wet chamber will be ready for equipment pressure
tests by 1 May, 1978.

Projects. There will be five major projects within theDiving Division next year. These projects encompass all types of
diving done by the Canadian Forces and are divided into the followingcategories:

a. Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apperatus (SCUBA);

b. Surface Support Diving Systems (SSDS-HARDHAT);

c. Submersible Diver Lockout (SDL-1);

S. . . . _ ..... ... I
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d. Mine Counter Measures Breathing Appara! us (0CMBA)" and

e. Hyperbaric Facilities Equipment (HFE). I
Some specific areas of unique development which will effect a number
of the above projects are:

a. SCUBA electronic decompression computers;

b. a ,ew reservoir concept to stow medium pressureI.
air/gas mix; and

c. an improved passive thermal protection suit for
divers. 1

CONCLUS IONS

I have explained an organization, reviewed our recent
accomplishments and discus.sed our future programs. I think you will
agree that our diving programs are in accord with our mission which (
is to enhance human effectiveness in the hyperbaric environment.

The Diving Division is a small group of approximately twenty-
three people who in my opinion, have achieved a great deal to improve
the effectiveness of man-ir-the-water. Thank you,

Ii

iI (•
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SAFETY EXPOSURE LIMITS

FOR DIVERS IN COLD WATER

By

Dr. L.A. Kuehn

ABSTRACT

Hypothermia is now one of the major factors affecting diver safety,
performance and comfort in operational diving in cold water. This paper
presents a brief overview of the physiology involved in human heat ex-
change and the consequential physiological events to heating or cooling.
Thermal exposure limits which can be easily implemented in laboratory
environments are presented as well as rough and ready generalizations
which are applicable to fie]" emergency situations. The use of cheap
disposable temperature-radio pills in conjunction with portable battery-

* powered hand-held temperature-radio receivers-i recomended for appli-
cation to the working environment to monitor diver core temperature on
the surface (or in a bell) before and after dives.

INTRODUCTION

8 The human body has developed through evolution a thermo-
regulatory system primarily adapted to semi-tropical and temperate

environments (1). As with all homeothermic mammals, the human body has
a deep internal temperattre of approximately 37 0 C. The fact that this
temperature is fairly constant and set at this particular value is that
greater efficiency of the body's complex biochemical systems occurs at
a uniform thermal state characterized by a constant temperature9
optimally 370C (2).

The whole of the human body is not maintained at this patticular
temperature; only the most central and vital body organs possess
temperatures near 370C. These organs, the brain, heart, lungs, liver
and upper digestive tract, are considered to be the "core" of the body.
The core organs are maintained at temperatures between 36 and 380C for
adequate functioning. The rest of the body, comprised of muscular and
skeletal systems, fat reserves, and skin, does not depend on stable or
uniform temperature for optimal physiological perfurmance. These parts
of the body can be considered as a "shell" surrounding the vulnerable
core, serving to buffer and protect it from adverse heat transfer in
thermally stressful environments. The average or mean temperature of
the shell primarily depeods on the thermal demand of the environment.

8I
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It must be realized that the shell is a conjectural and nbot a
anatomical entity. It is not fixed in magnitude, structure or thi k-
ness. Indeed, the distinction between the innermost edge of the siiell
and outermost edge of the core is at best tenuous. Even within the
homeothermic core, small differences in temperature exist from organ
to organ, fluctuating with metabolic activity and following a continu-
ous diurnal variation (4,5).

Though the shell-core concept of the body is crude and simplis-
tic, it has been applied with success to complex physiological problems.
In cold environments, the shell is thermally sacrificed such that the
flow of warm blood into it from the core is greatly reduced by means
of vasoconstriction. As a consequence, cne net internal convective
heat transfer of the shell tissues is decreased and an effective iucrease
in thermal insulation occurs, whereby heat is lost primarily by conduc-
tion through th.' shell. This net conservation of heat is also effected
by an efficient countercurrent heat exchange process between the
e teries and veins of the limbs (6). In very cold environments, the
temperature of the limbs can decrease to that of the ambient environ-
ment, causing severe cold injury if this temperature is below the
freezing point of water.

In warm environments, the blood flow from the core to the shell
is increased by complete opening of the surface blood vessels (known
as vasodii.etion) in an attempt to reduce the heat content of the core.
Transfer of heat through the shell is then expedited by perfusion of
the blood as well as conduction through the tissues. The thermal
insulation of the shell is minimal and the countercurrent heat exchange
system non-functional.

The chemical energy inherent in food is converted into the bio-
chemic&l energy stored within the body, a process called metabolism.
Although this biochemical energy serves to provide mechanical energy
for work, this conversion is an inefficient process and much of the
potential energy is converted to beat. which is used to maintain the
constancy of body core temperature in all homeotherms. Depending on
the thermal state of the environment, the body may either gain or lose
heat, but in environments in which thermoregulation is possible, the

balance of energies is such that

Metabolic Energy _ Muscular Work Environmental . Environmental

Production Completed Heat Gain Heat Loss

The heat produced as a result of bodily activity can vary
greatly from the "basal" metabolic rate inherent in sleep, to the
values required for the most strenuous of brief human activities, such
as the lifting of heavy weights. Even moderate activity of the body
requires continuous dissipation of large quantities of heat. Uawally,
the environment of man is such that it is a heat sink for heat coming
from the body, thereby facilitating metabolic heat dissipation. If
the heat Uansfer to the environment is excessive, the body can be
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forced into heat debt with resulting drop of body temperaturn and
danger of hypothermic injury. On the other hand, in certain environ-
ments, the ambient conditions are such as to encourage bsat gain by
the body, theriby causing considerable thermal strain on the core and
resulting in increasing core temperature. The transfer of heat to or
from the body proceeds according to well established thermophysical
laws. In environments in which the atmosphere is not saturated with
water vapour, it is possible to transfer heat from the body via the

* evaporation of sweat from the body surface. This heat transfer
requires no thermal gradient but it does require a water vapour
gradient near the skin.

The generalized equation for heat exchange and balance of the
human body with its surrounding environment can be written as,

S-1- (R+C +K) -V-E

where M - metabolic heat production as a result of body activity or
vork,

R radiative heat transfer or radiation,
* C fluid convection heat transfer,

K conductive heat transfer or couductton,
V respiratory heat transfer,
E evaporative heat luss,

and S storage of heat in the body.

* The values of R, C, K and V can be positive or negative denoting
that heat transfer is possible to or from the body v1A these routes.
Evaporative heat transfer always trealrosents a cooling of the body or
net heat loss. The storage t-re S can also be positive or negative as
in the case of heat stress or gain and cold stress or heat loss respec-
tively. If this term has a zero value, then thermoregulation of the

Sbody is accomplished and the body core temperatur4 remains coustant.

This equation illustrates the major factoa s in thermoregulation.
Metabwlic heat production and the cooling power of' the atmosphere have
to 7,e so uanipulated by the temperature-reguilating systems of the body
as to yie).d a value for S of zero. In human tenrt, V is usually

* nfgligib7*. In many environments for man at rest, oweating is not
necese-.y aud the problam is one of hamt conaervation. Temperature
regulation under such circumstances depends upon the control of R, C
and K - which is largely a *atter of skin blood flow control. In
exercise, even in cool environmm-ta, R, C and K say not be sufficient
for control. in hot anvironrmnts, R, C and K may be negative ftems.
'Under such conditions, E, evaporative heat loss. becomas the Sole

awmea of maintaining thermal equilibrium.

INA.-
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DIVER ,.YPOTHEMIA

The major thermal problem faced by working divers is that of
progressive hypothermia, starting with the limbs and body ragions
most poorly perfused or distant from the core. The principle avenues
of heat loss for Immersed divers are convection, which is relatively
constant in ag~nitude for all depths, and respiration heat lose,
which increases with depth of the diver and becomes the major avenue
of heat loss fcr depths greater thau 600 feet. No diving suit tech-
nology, with the exception of thbe surface-supported or bell-supported
hot water system, have been developed wt. -h can adequately protect
the diver against eventual hypothermia in cold water.

Figure 1 shows the response of human tody temperatures during

cold water ists-sion (9) against a ganeralized time axis; alongside
the response curve are Indicated the various physiological signs and .
symptoms encountered at various body temperatures. Lemediately after
immersion of a passively-suited diver in cold water, there is an
initial period during vbhih the body attempts to maintain thermal
balance by heightened activity and greatwr oxygen intake, but in most
cases the rate of heat 1o3s exceeds the heat produced by this extra
metabolic activity. As the heat lose continues, the body becomes
hypothermic and its physiological functions stow an exponential de-
clina v1 th decreasing body temperature (10).

As hypothermia develops, shivering begins and reaches a maxi-

mum when the diver is at a core temperature of 350 C (11). At lover
body temperatures, it gradually disappears to be replaced by overall I
body rigidity when the core temperature is in the region of 33-300 C (12).
This r.1gidity Itself disappears at a lower core temperature of 270C
and is replaced by a general muacle looseness or flaccidity.

Kental function becomes quickly Impaired with hypothermia,
usually noticeable at a core temperature of 340 C. At this point tha
state of the individual is semi-consciousness, characterized by con-
fusion, disorientation, introversion (and upon recovery, mnesia).
Consciousness and tendon reflexes are lost at a core temperature of
29-31o0C (11).

During the cooling process (after the initial stialatory phase
of activity on immersion) the heart rate declines and a marked peri-
pheral vasoconstriction occurs. The heart rate continues to decrease
with increased heat loGs and cardiac arrhytheias occur at a cote
temperature of 33 0 C. EveAtually, ventricular fibrillation sets in at
a temperature of 280C. at which point death by hypotharmia can be
said to occur.
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DIME HYPERTHERNIA

In certain specif ic diving enviroaments hypertheUrMa &,r
S"heating" of the diver is as uuch or more of a danger than is

hypothermaa. These environments Include saturation chmbers,
diving bells and surface-suppliod hot water suits. Such cousidera-
tions have only recently been recognizad .s potentially bawardous
to life.

- As heat atress iz incurred by a diver, all vaioconstrictioa
of his surface blood veasels disappears and he is said to be in a
state of vasodilation with maximum transfer of body beat from the
core to the surface. Such a condition can ucumlly be perceive ad
a "flushed" or reddened state. Although in nearly all temperate
environments there is a transfer of heat by evaporation from the surface
of the body due to water diffusion throv4ch the skin (called insensible
perspiration), active perspiration occurs as the pouring of sweat on
the surface of the skin by swat glands to produce a maximally got
area for evaporation cooling. 'This is the body's main defence against
heat stress. The onset of sweating is thsugt to be controlled by
sympathetic innervation, deep skin receptors or the hypothalamius in
the brain. There is no advantage to increased production of smat
once it begins to drop off the body because all evaporative bezsfit
is thereby lost. Kventvally with increased 3weat loss and heAt stress
the body is depleted of water for evaporation and sweat no longer Is
produced. At this point, diver core temperature Increase markedly
and heat collapse (and heat death) is ininent.

THERMAL EXPOSURE LIMITS .

To protect a diver against the dangers implicit in hypotherma
and hypertheriaU, limits to water immersion (or hyperbaric) exposure
can be set such that if the diver activity is regulated within these
limits the chances of hazardous heat or cold stress are minimized.

Five concurrent conditions (13) to protect against adverse
diver hypcthermia are:

F 1. The maximm net loss in the exposure should be less
than 200 Kcal (for an 81 kg ale).

2. The core temperature (as measured by rectal, aural,
asophogeal or radio pill techniq•es) should not be
lower then 360C.

C 3. The man skin temperature (compriaed of at least four
distisct skin temperature measuresmnts) should not
decrease below 250C; furthermore, no individual skin
temperature should be less than 70 0C except the hand,
which may go as low as 15"C.

C

1
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4. The metabolic coat of shivering should be no more
than that required to increase the oxygen consumption
rate 0.5 1/min above the cost of the diver's activity.

5. The minimum inrpired gas temperatures as a function
of depth should be as specified in Figure 2 (14).

In the application of heat to a an, either as supplemental
heating in cold water or during rewarming of a previously chilled
diver the following l1,Lits apply.

1. The core temperature should be %aintained less than
38.5oc.

2. Mean and individu~l skin temperatures should be less
than 420C.

3. The maximum inspired gas temperature should be less

than 450C for a one-hour exposure and 400C for
indefinitely long exposures.

It is recognized that these thermal limits are easiest to apply
to cold water divers in laboratory situations and are difficult if
not impossible to apply in operational open-water environments. There
are certain warning signs or indicators which can be used to "flag" or
identify an impending thermal crisis.

In potentially hypothermic conditions, coldness of the skin to
the point of pain is a sign that the body is rapidly losing heat.
Obviously, intense uncomfortable shivering is ano(ther Warning that
the body is becoming hypothermic and is endeavouring to warm itsell by

the metabolic benefit associated with massive shakini of the large
muscle groups. If either of these signs is not apparret to monitors
of the diving activity due to diver ignorance or unwillingness to
properly inform his tenders of his state, then confusion and irrationali-
ty in the diver's verbal communication may reveal his plight. Collapse
or unconsciousness of the diver should lead to an imzaediate suspicion
of diver hypothermia, for which proper diver rewarmiag techniques
should be deployed.

It is important to realize that most working divers expect their

diving exposures to be cold and have a tendency not to complain unduly
about their lot. They should be encouraged to divulge their true
thermal perception to their tendets throughout cold working dives,
especially if intense surface pain or shivering are present.

./. 1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Until recently diver hyperthermia was a rare occurrence
* although the experience of heat stress is one that encourages

personnel to complain loudly of discomfort. Nevertheless, there
are certain physiological signa that can be used to identify a
potentially hyperthermic victim. Flushed, reddened skin, especially
in combination with profuse sweating are the classical symptoms of
heat strain, Others are postures maximizing body surface area and

* attempts at removal of clothing.

PRAC.TICAL DIVER THERMAL MONITORING

It should be clear that the thermal limits proposed in '.ne
preceding section do not lend themselves easily to diver mon u-ing
in the field and, furthermore, that the warning signs of impending
diver collapae from heat or cold stress are useful only in extreme

situations. There is a need for inexpensive reliable rugged and
simple instrumentation for routine monitoring of all divers in cold
water exposures.

The device that most readily lends itself to such application
is the disposable temperature-radio pill. This technology has been
in existence for over two decades (15) but, until recently, construc-
tion techniques caused such pills to be very expensive and necessitated
that they be recovered for reuse. Such a constraint caused them to

become unpopular in diving circles. Furthermore, the monitoring tech-K' nology was always rather cumbersome and difficult to use quickly and
routinely.

Recent developments at DCIEM (16, 17, 18) have led to the
development of a throwaway temperature-radio pill in a shallowable
capsule which emits a radio signal that varies with the temperature to
which the pill is exposed over a range of approximately three feet. A
separate hand-held radio pill read.Žut device has been developed which,
although it cannot measure continuous terperature readings when rhe
diver is immersed, can be used to determine easily the diver's core

temperature before and immediately after diving. The device is held
close to the iiver'% abdomen and the indicated temperature ia displayes
on a small analogue meter. In this way, the thermal cost of the
diving mission can be quickly assessed.

The individual pills can be calibrated with a water bath to
obtain the proper calibration setting for the readout unit. In
practice, this is not usually necessary if it is assumed that the
diver's starting temperature, before donning his suit, is 370C. If
this assumption is made, the hand-held unit is then adjusted until
370 C is indicated on the pre-dive readings.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Portrayal of physiological events associated with general human
bypothermia against a generalized time axis (taken from Reference
9: Golden, F., Recognition and Treatment of Immersion Hypother-
mia, Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., 66, 1058-1061, 1973).

2. Recommended minimum respiratory temper&>.,res old water
diving (taken from Reference 14: Braithwa:te, W., he Calculation
of Minimum Safe Inspired Gas Temperature Lim.'n, for Diving,
EDU Report 12-72, United States Navy ExperimentiA Divi it,
1972).
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PASSIVE RESPIRATORY HEAT

RECLAMATION FROM DIVERS

J. Kotlarz, L. Po&!:,ski and L. Kuehn

INTRODUCTION

One of the major avenues of diver heat loss is through
respiration of cold breathing gas; it becomes the primary avenue of
heat loss at moderate or greater depths and is important even in
surface or SCUBA exposures. To protect a diver against this poten-
tially hazardous problem a new device was designed specifically for
passive respiratory heat reclamation, thereby minimizing enerGy
cost and discomfort to the diver.

The history cf respiratory heat reclamation and subsequentwarming o T•s dates back at least 35 years. The first
patent (2,269,461) date _ -.',e entitled. "The LemhrvZ .
Respirator". Since that time many gas conditioning objectives have
bee-. proposed. Generally, the development trend of the breathing
ar,)aratus was from a land to an u~nderwater application. Unfortunately,
the land designs were much too complicated in a typical water environ-
ment andfurthermore, were inadequate when considering corrosion and
pressure problems. To date, many of these problems have been either
solved or improved, consequently resulting in novel designs of heat
reclamator devices. In order to achieve and improve upon a number
of desirable exchanger objectives, a particular design was achiev~d
by co-inventors, Kuehn (DCIEM) and Pogerski (Chemical ProjectA Ltd.).
This design stresses non-hygroscopic material and consists of a
composite conductor/non-conductor disc packing contained in a
polyvinylchloride (PVC) shell (Figure 1). This paper is the result
of more than 160 teuts for different conditions and prototype
exchangers.

THEORY

Resriratory heat loss takes the form of both sensible and
latent heat. Sensible heat is a function of the density and heat
capacity of the breathing gas and the difference between exhaled and
inhaled temperatures. Normally, the breathing gas is dry and colder
than the exhaled breath. Latent heat on the other hand is a function
cf 'oeathing gas density, heat of vaporization and the differences in
humidity ratios between exhaled and inhaled gas. The efficiency at
which a heat reclamator can capture this available heat is a function@I
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of the following:

E(%) - C n 9 x 100

Cn(Tex -T)

where,

C Is the heat capacity of the cold breathing gas,

C mn is the minimum heat capacity of the gas and,

Tin, Taxt T - respectively - inhale, exhale and
gas temperatures.

For the temperature range 0a to 300 Centigrade, Cc is approximately I
equivalent to Cmin so that efficiency becomes a function of tem-
perature only. Indirectly, however, the efficiency depends upon the
exchanger material and physical properties. Combinations of these
properties are infinite in number and their optimization with respect
to certain design objectives becomes critical.

The final theoretical evaluation of a heat reclemator in
depicted by a temperature •rgf!]e. ......F o"•' !sr to the
KuehnlPogorski design) shews a series conductor/non-conductor heat
transfer as a function of the amount of heat transferred over the
area "A" and the conductive and convective heat transfer coefficients.
Hegt in dissipated radially on the conductive discs and is then
promoted laterally across the non-conductors over the length of the
exchanger.

OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN

The following is a list of desirable heat reclamator objec-
tives to be optimized:

a. Efficlency,

b. Economy,

c. Compactness,

d. Corrosion ResistAnce,

e. Low Haintenance,

f. Low Pressure Drop,

S. Non-hygroscopic,

I

- I
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* h. Operability 1-300 C/1000 feet,

i. Minimum Dead Volume,

J. Simple Design,

* k. CAP Compatibility.

Several prototypes were developed, tested and studied for practical
application to operational diving. These prototypes have a high
thermal efficiency and are all composed of composite disc packing.
In order to conduct a meaningful study on the effects of different

Spackings, the following prototypes herein referred to by number
were designed: ..

(HR) 1 2in x 2 inS.... ..... PVC Shell

27 Brass Discs/Hash 50
I* 27 Plastic Discs/Hesh 24

HR 2 - 2 in x 4 1,
PVC Shell
130 Brass Disco/Mesh 50

* HR 3 - 2 in x 4 ir.
Nylon fhell
110 Copper Discs/Mesh 100
110 Plastic Discs/Mesh 24

TEST EQUIPMENT-OUTPUT

A multiplex output for a noumal respiratory cycle was obtained
by placing thermistors at both ends of the exchanger. These thermis-
tors were connected to a constant current supply, an amplifier, a

log-amplifier and finally, a multiplex recorder. Sequentially timed
recordings of tke mouthpiece and gas inlet thermistors were obtained
to give cyclical patterns as shown in Figure 3.

The plateau reached during the exhale cycle for the mouth-
piece thermistor represents near-body temperature. The inhale
piateau corresponds to the gas inlet temperature. The work per-
formed by the reclamator in capturing heat is evidenced by the

1S temperature profile between the two thermistors.

RESULTS A4ID DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows theoretical plots of efficiency as a function
of gas inlet temperature for different inhale temperatures. It

5 serves only as a guide to predicting behaviour an a function of
temperature only. Experimental plots were obtained by using dif-
ferent breathing gas mixtures and reclamators.

S
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A. Heat .Reclamator 1 (see attached Figures 5 and 6)

FiRure 5 correlates experimental and theortelcal results for
a helium-oxygen (80/20) mixture. At moderate temperatures (90 to
20 0 C), the correlation is good, however, for low temperatures (less
than 90 C) and high temperatures (greater than 200 C) positive deviation
of experimental results occurs, a situation favourable to ýha use of
the exchanger in diving. The standard test for other exchangers
already on the market at T1 - lC shows that they are approximately
12% less efficient than this design.

Unfortunately, due to the inherent hy•,roscopit effects at tue
defined low end high temperatures, the resistance to breathing
becomes critical. To reduce the resistance parameter, the exchanger
material was dried, thereby resulting in an 8% efficiency decrease
(782 at 10 C - Figure 6).

Due to continued use of the reclamator, the collection of
latent heat (hygroscopic effect) caused an Increase in efficiencyS~from 82% to 94%. The associated resistance to breathing due to water

collection in the exchanger increased the difference between exhaled
and inhaled gas temperatures across the exchanger decreased substan-
tially. The high pressure drop experienced across the length of the
exchanger in sustained usage was undesirable and irksome to the
subjects.

Plots for air and 100% oxygen respectively are comparatively
summarized in Figure 6. It is interesting to note the particuler
s•apes of the efficiency plots for different gases. Although heliox
does not seem to have a maximum efficiency for a decrease in gas
inlet temperature, air does at around 60 C. Furthermore, 100% oxyk~en
has a constant efficiency profile.

It is noteworthy to point out the value of these graphs,
namely, that given an ambient temperature and a heat reclamstor,
there is a corresponding optimum gas which may be used by the diver.

B. Heat Reclamator Comparisons

A comparison of reclamators for a given gas may be made.
Figure 7 for a heliox mixture shows HR 2 to have the highest efficiency
for the given temperature range. It. however, offers too great a

Sresistance to breathing. Similarly, HR 3 (an exaggerated form of HR 1)
sets a lower limit for efficiency as a function of gas inlet temperature.

* Interpolation between upper and lower limits can determine an optimum
exchanger design fcr the heliox gas. Figure 8 illustrates HR 2 as
optimum for the case of air but again$ the resisLtnce to breathing was
a problem. In the air case, however, M! 1 proved to be more efficient
than HE 1, in contrast to the situation for heliox breathing gas.
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Figure 9 demonstrates HR 2 to once again be highest in
efficiency, but in this case the resistance to breathing 100% oxygen
was less than for previous gases.

In summary, the optimization of prototypes was different for
three different breathing gases. The optimum reclamator design can
be closely predicted by interpolation of the limiting curves. For
a given exchanger, optimum breathing gas mixtures can be recoemmnded
depending on ambient or gas inlet temperatures.

FUTUME PROPOSALS

K The first proposal is to incorporate and Improve the present
prototype design based upon features determined during the preliminary

Stesting period. This would include disposal discs which would
increase the flexibility of the reclamator so that one design would
suffice for different gases and conditions. Depth testing and inter-
facing of the reclamator device to the CAP regulators would be the
logical second step towards commercialization. The heating up of,
say, cold inlet gas to 30 0 C ovar a distance of one inch of composite
packing would eliminate much of the discomfort and unnecessary energy
expenditure by a diver, decreasing a potentially hazardous diver
problem.

The second and third proposals deal more with the test equip-
ment - developing a modified reclamator to seek our medical ramifica-
tions. One such example is that irregularities in the multiplex
output could possibly be traced to specific bronchial defects.
Another example is to determine defects in masks by using resistance
to breathing tests with the heat reclamator employed as a standard.

V
I

~i
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Cutaway view of the DCIEM heat reclamator, attached to a
diver's breathing supply. The 'sandwich-packed' material
comprising the reclamator Is a composite conductor/non-
conductor mesh packing.

Figure 2: Sketch showing the principle of operation ot the DCIED
heat reclamator. The three rectangles represent a con-
ductor (C)--non-conductor (N-C) -conductor (t) arrangemenc
of only three layers of the reclamator. The conductor
material has a thermal conductivity of k1 and the non-
conductor material has a thermal conductivity of k 2 . The
dashed vertical line on the left of the reclamator
represents the diver side of the device, generally at
temperature T1 , indicative of inhalation and exhalation
respiratory temperature. The dashed vertical line on the
right of the veclamator repraesets the gas supply side
of the device, generally at a temperature T2 , represen-
tative of the ambient supply gas temperature. The heavy
line connecting Tl and T2 represents the temperature drop
across the reclstor with a series of hl, h29 h3, h4.....
representing euccessive heat transfer coefficients of the
successi-le gas layers between the constituent parts of
the reclamator, an embodiueat of series )kaat transfer.
The equation in the sketch is the generalt.ed heat transfer
equation pertinent to this device where

&T - temperature drop across the device,

q - heat flow,

u - generalized beat transfer coefficient, and

A - cross-sectional area of heat flow.

Figure 3: Sketch of temperature response at inlet and outlet (mouth-
piece) of DCIEM heat reclamator during one novral
respiratory cycle.

Figure 4: Graph showing theoretical thermal efficiency of DCIEM
beat reclamator versus gas inlet temperature (gas supply
temperatures) for three different inhalatory temperatures
(Tin) at mouthpiece of the device. The dots indicate
experimental data with which to compare the theoretical
values.

(.

______ I
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Figure 5: Graph showing the thermal efficiency performance of one
type of DCIEM reclamator known as #1. Efficiency is
shown plotted against gas inlet temperature; the light
line indicates theoretical expectations for this proto-
type and the dots and heavy line indicate the ex' erimen-
tal data and the best line ot fit through it. The two
vertical dashed lines demarcate the region in which
theoretical values are in excess of experimental data.
The specific test conditions are indicated in Tin -

29.5 0 C and Tex - 35.50C.

Figure 6: Graph showing the thermal efficiency of DCIED heat
reclamator #1 versus gas inlet temperatures for three
different breathing gases. The dots indicate experimental

* data points and the heavy lines are best lines of fit.

Figure 7: Graph showing the thermal efficiency of three DCIE( heat
reclamator prototypes, #1, #2 and #3, versus gas inlet
temperatures (the gas being 80/20 heliox). The dots
indicate experimental data points and the heavy lines

Fu 8 indicate best lines of fit.

Figurý 8: Graph showing the thormal efficiency of three DCWEM heat
reclamator prototypes, #1, #2 and #3, versus gas inlet
temperature (the gas being compressed air). The dots
indicate experimental data points and the heavy lines
indicate best lines of fit.

Figure 9: Graph showing the thermal. efficiency of three DCIEK heat
reclamator prototypes, #1, #2 and #3, versus gas inlet
temperature (the gas being 100% oxygen). The dots
indicate experimental data points and the heavy lines
indicate best lines of fit.
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DECOMPRESSION COMPUTERS

By

Mr. R.Y. Nishi

;j ABSTRACT

Decompression computers have been in use at DCIEM for many
years and have evolved from the first laboratory pneumatic mechanical
analogue computers developed by Stubbs and Kidd in 1962 to the por-
table electronic digital computers of today. Pneuf_.•ic analogue
computers are convenient since they are self-pcraerd and require no

z external source of power. However, they tend to be bo.ky and
mechanically complicated requiring extensive calibration and main-
tenance if a realistic decompression model is used. Pneumatic! ~~electronic computers are more versatile but also have the sm
problems as the pneumatic mechanical analogue computers. Digital

decompression computers have only become possible in the last few
years with the advent of microprocessor technology. The decompression
model is implemented in software and the hardware can be packaged to
meet operational requirements. Much more information can be presented
to the diver or dive controller. Calibration and maintenance require-
ments are minimal compared to analogue computers. A family of digital
decompression computers has been developed by DrI•EH and CTF Systems,V. Inc. These include a line-operated desk top calculator suitable for
dive planning or analysis and for -eal-time on-line monitoring of
actual dives, a line or battery opecated real-time decompression moni-
tor and a self-contained waterproof diver portable decompression
computer.

S~INTRODUCTION

Decompression after a dive is normaily carried out by following

a set of tables which are rigidly defined as to depth and bottom time.
The standard procedure is to use the table for the maximum depth
attained for the total bottom time. In a situation where the diver
may have spent only a part of his bottom time at the maximum depth,
the use of the tables results in inefficient decompression since his
body has not absorbed the amount of inert gas for which the tables
were designed.

A decompression computer is designed to take the diver's actual
depth-time history into account in real-time, and calculate 4vd dis-
play his optimum safe depth, ie.' the depth to which he may ascend
safely without running into the risk of decompression sickness. The
computer is al so designed to have a dynamic memory which keeps track
of the diver's past Cive hia'ory and which is constantly being updated
with current information. This is especially valuable for repetitive
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diving since the use of Lhe tables may severely restrilt the bottom
time allowable or excessively prolong the decompression time for the
second or subsequent dive.

DCIEM has been involved in decompression research and develop-
ment since 1962 when R.A. Stubbs and D.J. Kidd designed the first
pneumatic analogue decompression computer. Over 20,000 man-hours of
experimental diving were conducted to develop the present series of
operational decompression computers. These have been used success-
fully to control decompression from experimental and operational dives
by both DCIEM and the Canadian Forces Fleet Diving Units.

BASIS FOR A DECOMPRESSION COMPUTER

The basis for a decompression computer is essentially the same
as for the calculation of decompression tables, i.e., the same type
of mathematical model of the human body is used in both cases. Hathe-
matical decompression models generally consist of a number of discrete
compartments which represent hypothetical tissues in the human body.
Each compartment is characterized by some half-time or time constant

which gives a measure of how fast the compartment tezik's up or elimi-
nates gases as the diver's breathing gas pressure chances. TheseI
half-times may vary from 5 to 600 minutes. The pressura of the absorbed
gases are calculated for each compartment and the safe ascent depth
calculated by applying a suitable supersaturation ratio. The greategit

value is then selected to give the diver's safe depth.

In a parallel configuration of compartments, each compartment
sees the applied pressure individually (Figure 1). This is the con-
figuration used in calculating most of the available decompression
tables and is mathematically simple. In a series configuration of
compartments, each compartment depends on the others. Only the first
compartment sees the total applied pressure. This configuration may
be mo•.e realistic in terms of the actual human body, but however, it
is mathematically more complicated than the parallel arrangement. The
DCIEM operational decompression computers are all based on four com-
partments in series.

These simplified decompression models must be implemented in
hardware in order to construct a decompression computer. This can be

done as either an analogue computer or as a digital computer.

ANALOGUE DECOMPRESSION COMPUTERS

In an analogue computer, the compartments are modelled ou an
one-to-one basis. In a pneumatic analogue computer, the compartments
are represented by actual chambers which are pressurized from the
breathing sr.pply or from the hydrostatic pressure through some orifice
or pneumatic resistance. The DCIEH computer was originally designed
as a pne'imatic mechanical analogue computer. The pressures in each
compartment were measured with a Bourdou tube and the safe ascent depth
calculated by means of mechanical linkages. The actual depth and
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computed safe depth were presented on a dial. The Vark VS camputor
was a diver portable unit housed in a fterproof and pratera proof(

aacylinder and calibrated for use to 200 feet of ad pater (f ro).

The Mark VIS computer was a much larger unit designed for hyperbaric
chamber use or for surface supported diving. It has been used to

depths of 300 fsw for experimental diving at DCIEHi for both compressed
air and helium oxygen breathing mixtures- It has also been used for

Soperational dives in open water.

Because there are no size constraints, computers for surface
supported diving are much easier co build and maintain than diver
portable units. In order to make a diver portable unit, the computer

$ must be small, easily read and reliable. To be marketable, the com-
puter must be relatively inexpensive. These rather severe constraints

* have made comrwrcially available decimpression computrsa fairly simple
and of limited value. The most succwssful commercial computer, the
Sr~ubapro Automatic Decompression Computer (SOS Decometer) is only a
one compartment model. Another computer, the Farallon Decompater, was
only a two compartment model which was taken off the market bwAume
of reliability problems. The DCIEM Hark VS computer was the Aost

p * sophisticated with four compartments and was marketed briefly by Spar
Aerospace Products Ltd. It did not succeed commercially because of
its high cost to manufacture and to maintain it.

A more versatile instrument may be designed by replacing the
mechanical components of a pneumatic mechanical analogue computerJ,• with electronic components and digital displays. Pressure transducers
are used to measure the pressure of each compartment. With electronics,
the depth readouts can be switched easily to read in different units,
for example, meters instead of faw. The display does not physically
have to be with the pneumatic section, or a remote display unit can be
used. This is a useful feature where space is at a premium.I There are severe limitations to pneumatic analogue computers.
Calibration of each compartment tends to be complicated and time con-
suming. Specially trained personnel are required for this purpose.
Maintenance has to be carried out monthly, hence operating costs are
high. The pneumatic section can be easily contaminated by wet or
dirty gas entering the pneumatic resistances. Pneumatic computers are

also generally bulky and they are difficult to change to incorporate
changes in the decompression model.

One advantage of the pneumatic computers is that they are self-
powered. For pneumatic mechanical units, no external source of power

* is required for their operation. Even for the pneumatic electronic
computers, which require electrical power for the electronic compo-*
nente, a power failure results only in a loss of the display. The
actual memory of the dive remains intact in the pneumatic compartments.

S
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An analogue decompression computer can also bw dcai: ned a
an all electronic analogue computer where the compartments are
simulated by resistors and capacitors and where pressure is aimilated
by voltaLge. The DCID( electronic analogue decompressi. computer was
designed for dive planning and analysis with output onto an X-Y
plotter. Although a real-time version is also available, the computer
is better aurLed for operation d n accelerated tme. Iat Is not too
suitabl* for diver portable use because the alictronlc components
required for the long time d onstamte mcat be bex ily son ble ao d are
genera ly lari e in cizt bad rds. nshve. Lik the pneumatec amsputere ,
drift and stability are potential problems and the solmger must be
calibrated firemently. f

DIGITAL DLCOWPRSIO10 COMPLTgERS

a lonoaturizd d digital decompres sion computers have only becemi
possible in the lrst fbi years wbth the advent of Cicroprrces.or
technlog•y. With a microprocessor and a few additional componnts.

(Figure 2)c m torplate dtilta computer cth be tubAt four or two
tmalcl prmntd circuit boards. The decoapresla on cmmapticr l stored
In the read only memoridas, the dvrkoin area wh in the vstdor itces
Sory, and the real-time clock controls the seyboanr rate of thi
di•,er's depth which is fed Into the analogue to digital converter.

Tass nicroprocesr circuitry cdn be packagiu ms a xench-top or pael-
ontted lnstriment for hyperbaric cvbemors or iurfs.- osspported diving,

Or a is a diver portable unit. r Duc Ie and t F System th c. hoiw devpt o. T dh
d fjemtiy of oplrayioncl degital decoupressros computers wich are being
ujwA by DCIEK and which are being &.dopted by the Canaianm Forces.

cal" cu ters are still bever on the Koad-mitubta four compe ta st
ser•d trrelemant twhich uas used a n the preumatic computers. Hoeter,
the cnepartdoynt premsures are ow clculated athenmatocally by software.

The XDC-i decompresion calculator is a special purpose desk top
calculator for planns and aup lyzie div e or for rherba-tir m cmbeitoris.
of actual divts. In the calcuete modse, dive promilet can be gnl atid
from the nuterc and speciys function keyboards. Parme tearc •n th,
decoapressdop model and in tho the dive routne whh re stored in the
memory can xt• accessed and changed from the keyboard. Two breathing ]

gases. compressd air and a 210/80 oxy-helium mi~xture can be selact~d. ',
In the real-time mode, on-line dive monitoring is possible by attaching
an external pressure transducer unit to input the diver's depth. The

calculations are updated every tenth of a u~nuts and the computed safe•
depth displaye~d. Hence this I~s a dual purpose computer whiLch can be
used to replace the pneumatic analogue rea-time computers or the
electronic analogue dive planning computers. As the XDC-1ls inline-
operated only, the memory say be lost in the avant of a power fallm a.

The XDC-2 digit.tl decompression monitor is a pane1-moutetd
S~instrument for surface supported diving or for hyperbaric chamber use.
S~Very little training Is required to use this computer since unlike
I the XDC-1, there are no keys to be activated. The actual depth, compu-
, ~ted safe depth, elapsed time of the dive, aud the rate of "csent or
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descent is constantly displayed. A switch on the rate display changes
the display to show the decompression time remaining to reach the stir-
face. The pneumatic line from the diver or hyperbaric chamber is con-
nected to a built-in pressure transducer. The computer can operate
from 110 volts A.C., a 12-volt car battery, or from internal recharge-
able batteries. The internal batteries a,e intended only for emergency
use in case of a power failure. A set of internal switches is used to
set the breathing gas allture into the decoampression program, either
compressed air or 20/80 ory-helium, to change the depth displays into
utters of sea water, and to set the various output modes. An analogue
output for an X-Y plotter or strip chart recorder is accessible on
the front and a digital output for a rete display or for output on a
tn'stype is accessible on the rear.

The XDC-3 portable decompression ounitor is a miniaturized
version which is designed to be car ied by the diver. It displays the
time, actual depth, computed safe depth, and the rate of descent or
ascent on demand. A set of light emit;ing diodes will normally indicate
the diver'e decompression status and position relative to the calculated
safe depth. The XDC-3 is still in the prototype stags and is presently

b housed in a pressure-proof and waterproof cylindrical case about 2.5
inche, in diameter and 6 inches long. A built-in miniature pressuretransducer is rated for 200 fsw mazxmuc. The whole unit is powered by

two rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries.

There are some difficulties associated with an electronic diver
portable unit. The unit may be subjected to water temperatures varying
from 0 to 20 degrees C. Pressure transducers are temperature sensitive
and must be compensated to read the depth correctly. Low cost minizture
transducers are also not as accurate as the larger more costly units
which can be used in the larger computers such as the XDC-2. Battery
life is another potential problem since a power failure can result in
a loss of the dive memory.

The diver portable unit is useful not only for the sport diver
and the free swimming military diver, but also for individuals such as
medical officers who may be going into a hyperbaric chamber perioiically
to treat a patient, or for an inspector on a tunnel or caisson p.oject.
In an experimental dive where several individuals may be lockir.g in and
out of the chamber, each individual could have his own persovAl compu-
ter to keep track of his decompression status.

All of the present DCIEM operational decompression ,-'omputers cau
be used to a maximum of 300 few. For diving in excess of 300 fsw, the

* particular decompression model used has never been validated and does
not appear to be suitable. Many more parameters besides depth and time
must be considered. The XDC-4 dive management system is a microproces-
sor based system which is presently being developed by CTF Systems for
DCIEM and which is intended for controlling dives to 600 fsw. It is a
multiprocessor device, separate processors being devoted to different
tasks. A decompression monitor controls the decompression, data
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acquisition modules monitor environmental conditions and give alarms
or warnings if parameters go beyond preset limits, and an auxilliary
processor does look ahead calculations and indicates emergency and
Lailout proceduzes. It vill not be tied down to one decompression
model, hence it will be quite flexible.

SU)OMARY

Digital decompression computers offer many advantages over
pneumatic analogue decompression computers for dive monitoring..
Since the decompression model is defivied by the software a"' not the
hardware as in the pneumatic computers, the computer is not restricted
to one decompression model. If the model needL to be updated or I
changed completely, for example, on the basis of the ultrasonic bubble
detection studies or the mixed gas switching theories being developed
at DCIEM, then these changes can be programmed in at a later date
without changing the hardware. The digital decompression computer
gives flexibility in packaging and can be run off batteries where
power failure is a possibility.

A diver portable unit incorporating a complex decompression
model can be housed in a much smaller package than a pneumatic compu-
ter. One of the most important advantages of the digital computers

is that routine maintenance and calibration requirements are almost
negligible compared to the pneumatic computers. The only item that
has to be checked and calibrated periodically is the pressure trans-
ducer to ensure that the depth is teing read correctly. Hence,
specially trained personnel are nnt required and operational costs
will be low.
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DIVER'S BREATHING AIR QUALITY ASSURANCE

ByV _Captain W. Burgess and Dr. H.D. Madill

S~INTRODUCTION

DCIEM has been active in conducting breathing gas analyses to

support DND operations since about 1962. This paper will explain our
work in the field, which is directed towards the production and une
of high quality air, and other breathing gases in diving operations.

Our initial experience in l11e support breathing gas quality
assurance involved the predelivery analysis of aviators liquid and
gaseous oxygen to ensure conformity with Canadian Forces purity speci-
fications. This provided a guarantee that operational flying bases
were supplied only with oxygen of the highest quality. Our role in
this endeavour, was to act as a central analytical laboratory, whosefunction was to monitor oxygen quality, and to assist in the promul-

gation of standards.

In the absence of either military or civilian standards
controlling the quality of air and other diving gas mixtures, it was

V felt that a sivilar program would greatly benefit and enhance the
V safety of diving operations.

In 1971, DCIEM undertook a program to check the quality of air
being used by CF Scuba Clubs, which at the time, numbered less than a
dozen. Since then, this number has grown to 36. It was the intention
of the program to analyze air samples from each club on a semi-annual
basis i.e. immediately prior to the commencement of their summer and
winter diving activities. The samples were mainly from club compres-

V sors, nowever, aamples of commercial air used as a backup, or as a
sole source of supply, were also submitted for analysis.

. As will be noted in the results to follow, the value of this
program for the 6cuba clubs demonstrated the requirement for a similar
service to DND operational diving. This was instituted in early 1976.
The feasibility of a central laboratory checking compressed air
samples shipped in from distant areas such as Bermuda, Europe, coast
to coast in Canada, has been proven.

At the beginning of the CF Scuba Club program, only two
breathing air standards were available: the CSA Z.180.1, "Purity of
Compressed Air for Breathing Purposes" and a CF Engineering Order.
However, neither of these provided a suitable guideline for the assess-

*

----------------------------------------------
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ment of divers air purity. Since that time, the CSA Standard has
been twice updated and a CF Standard stating purity requirements
for divers air, and other gases has been promulgated.

METHODS

a. The program utilizes high presbure steel cylinders that are
used to transport both high and low pressure gas samples to
the central analytical laboratory. The bottles are equipped
with divers K-valves which facilitate the collection of samples.
After each analysis, the cylinder is washed thoroughly with
organic solvent (trichlorotrifluoroethane), purged with pre-
purified dry nitrogen gas, and evacuated prior to stibsequent
use. The charging line is fitted with a side valve to allow
line purging to eliminate residual moisture and other contami-
nants. The cylinders are DOT approved for &hipment of air
samples by air and rail.

b. The sample cylinder is firmly secured in a 3/4" plywood shipping I
case to prevent any movement during transport. Tho valve is
easily accessible when the case lid is opened and the sample
may be collected without removal of the cylinder.

c. When a sample is received at the laboratory, the gas is trans-
ferred to an infrared sprectrophotomtter variable path, gas cell,
which may be pressurized to 140 psia. An infrared spectral
contaminants such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane,

ethane, acetylene, ethylene, halogenated hydrocarbons and many
others, in part per million concentrations.

d. An oxygen analyzer is uced to determine the oxygen concentration
in pure oxygen, air and other mixed gases. A thermal conduc-
tivity gas chromatograph is also utilized to determine oxygen
and nitrogen content in air samples. Low oxygen content may I
reveal improper mixing, or sometimes oxygen depletion resulting
from corrosion activity.

e. A Show Hygrometer and/or an Alnor Dewpointer are used to deter-
mine moisture content in all gas samples.

f. An MSA Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer is used as a first line
screen for the presence of condensed hydrocarbons in compressed
breathing air samples.

II
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g. The two main standards used in our quality assurance program

ure:

(1) D87-003-000/SG-001 5 Jan 77--This is a Canadian Forces
Standard which outlines the purity requirements for
breathing air and oxygen, helium and nitrogen gases,
used to prepare divers breathing gas mixtures.

(2) The Canadian Standard CSA Z180.1-1973, "Purity of

Compressed Air for Breathing Purposes". A 1977 update
, to this standard has been accepted by the CSA technical

committee, and has been submitted to the steering
committee for final approval. The new edition will

provide greater flexibil.ty for water vapour limits
in compressed breathing air and will iL..roduce new
clauses dealing with indoor and outdoor bteathing

• aix systems.

It is our opinion that oil content should be limited to 1mg/m 3

because oil is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons, and is known to con-
* tain aromatics, which themselves are toxic. We also feel that cari-

nogenics may be present also.

- At rest man breathes 1OLPM air. Working divers may breathe
30LPM or (1.8m3 /hr). A Standard allowing 5mg/m 3 oil would therefore
dose a working diver with 9mg oil/hr. Said in another way, a 70 ft 3

Sscuba tank would yield l0mg/oil, if contaminated at the 5mg/m3 limit.

Excessive moisture content in compressed breathing air may cause

a. corrosion of steel air tanks; and

* |b. regulator freeze-up.

The Standard allows 27 ppm water vapour or -650F dewpoint at
(pressuriz tor3000spondsi. tf watertemure is ant, or belowF, inatn
(NTP). This corresponds to a pressure deoi:n:of at+40°F in a tank
preswater vapour will condense out. Further cooling will result from
expansion of the gas from 3000 psi to 140 pi ingfirst stage of regu-
latoe (no0Fno. If water is near the freezing temperature, regulator
freeze up may occur. The dewpoint allowed in the standard is therefore
borderline.

Results

A review of the Canadian Forces Scuba Clubs performance in
meeting the breathing air ptrity requirements, has shown that in 1974
approximately eighty-five per cent of the clubs failed to meet the
water vapour standard of 0.02 mg/m 3 (-65 0F). In addition, about
twenty-seven per cent of the clubs failed to meet the 5 ppm limit for
carbon monoxide. However, in the ensuing years 1975 and 1976, their
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performance improved con~siderably, so that during 1976 only twenty-
eight per cent of the clubs failed to meet the standard for water
vapour, and only twelve per cent were failed as a resuli. of carbonImonoxide content. This improvement in the clubs' ability to meet
the purity requirements for water vapour and carbon monoxide is *
attributed to a continuing education and feedback to the clubs, and
a strict control over the sample cylinders used in the program.

During this same three year period, air sample failures due
to other contaminants showed an increase from eight per cent to
fifty-three per cent. This apparent reversal in trend was actually
due to the introduction of new and improved analytical procedures
and the development of a new method which allowed quantitative
analysis of condensed hydrocarbons in compressed breathing air

sapLsTo give you an example of te Quality Assurance Prga as i

applies to operational diving, I would like to trace the hiistory of
two separate systems; one, an LP system (studied over a one year period)
and a short study of an HP system.

LP System

Two air samples received over a two week period indicated the
system to be grossly contaminated with oil levels of 110 and 150mg/in3.
Following corrective maintenance, the oil contamination was reduced to
20mg/rn3. One week later 60mg/rn3 of oil was recovered from an air
sample, indicating complete recontamination of the subject system.

Following cleaning and head gasket replacement, the system
contamination was eliminated, as shown by analysis of air samples.
However, this was to be a short relief because the next air samples
received, one and two weeks later, again indicated oil contamination
buildup to 10 and 30mg/rn3 respectively.

-This cycle repeated over the next three months causing the
users to install ancillary filter cartridges. However, subsequent air
samples again showed gross oil contamination with levels of 160-170
mg/rn3 being detected. This may have been due to incomplete removal
of condensed oil from the entire system, prior to installation of the

filters installed may have been incapable of removing oil from a sys-
Jtern where high moisture levels are preaent. Following a thorough

clean up of the total system, 5 of 6 samples received were found to

have 1.0mg/rn3 oil present,
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i HP Syst

The HP system was studied over a 20 hour compressor running
time to establish the required frequency for filter changing. Starting| with a zero oil level, 4 air samples were collected at 5, 10, 15 and

20 hours compressor running time and each was analyzed to determine the
oil content.

The results were as follows:

Sample 1 at 5 h,:s lmg/m3

!8 2 at 10 hrs 1.5mg/nm3

3 at 15 hrs 1.5mg/m3I
V 4 at 20 hra 3.0mg/m3

The study indicated that oil exceeds what we consider should be
Sthe maximum allowable level of img/m 3 , sometime between the 5th and 10th

hour of compressor running time.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The program has provided ample proof of the value of qualityk assurance, and of having a central analytical laboratory.

2. It has also emphasized the need for "good standards" which
provide sound guidelines, and encourage a responsible attitude toward
the production and use of pure breathing air.

3. Analytical results have provided valuable information aboutStypes of purification, the correct sequence for purification media,
and its life expectancy. In addition, the types of contaminants found
in divers air have demonstrated the need for rigid maintenance schedules.

4. The feedback and education towards the production of high
S quality divers air, through our quality assurance programs has been

amply demonstrated. 1
This Institute supports the belief that there is no such a thing

as a "breathing air compressor"; rather, pure breathing air is produced
through the correct combination of compressor, purification system,
piping system, receivers and a thorough knowledge of operation and dedi-
cated maintenance procedures. These factors in combination, form a
compressed "breathing air system", capable of producing high quality
breathing air. This applies equally to high and low pressuro systems.

*
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THE ROLE OF DIVING

IN THE

CANADIAN OFFSHORE MINERAL SEARCH

S~By

Mr. Fred H. Lepine
Head. Drilling and Operations Section

Resource Management and Conservation Branch
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources

The ass'-stance of Steve Maclnnis, Madeline Robert and
other officers in the Resource Management and Conservation in
the preparation of this paper is gratefully acknowledged.

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen and colleagues, I should like to talk
to you this morning about the past and future role that diving plays
in mineral development. Canada has the longest coastline of any
country in the world, and one of the largest continental shelves.
This shelf area has not been extensively explored or developed and
reasons that come to mind apart from the obvious difficulties posed
by the water are the extreme climatic conditions in much of the shelf
area and the mineral wealth onshore that has inhibited the need for
minerals from offshore. In terms of economic value of production in
coastal regions at the present time, the extraction of sand and grav~l
for general construction purposes is the most important mineral
activity. It is anticipated that this will be the case for at least
another decade.

There are several other minerals found along the coast with
some prospect of development. Minor amounts of gold have been
gleaned from beaches off Nova Scotia and British Columbia. Occurrev-

I ces of heavy minerals such as magnetite, illemenite, hematite, luxrceme,
rutile, garnet, anatane and zircon have been reported in the Gulf of
the St. Lawrence, and in many places along the coast of Nova Scotia.
However, none of the deposits are extensive and to date there is no
commercial development of these finds. In northern Cape Breton Island
near Sydney, coal mines extend several miles under the sea through

* shafts originating on land. At this moment, the Glomat Conception
drillship is engaged in a core-hole drilling program to gauge the
extent of these offshore coal reserves. Because of mechanical limita-
tions to the ventilation systems, the shafts cannot be extended much
beyond their present 3½ miles without a vent to the surface. For
this purpose some sort of artificial island or platform will have to

* be constructed. I mention this and the other mineral finds to
indicate the possible areas in which divers may be involved in offshore
mineral development in the future.

I,
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In common with many other marine areas of the world, Canada's
best potential for significant economic development in the offshore
lies in the discovery of oil and gas. In terms of dollar expenditure,
the exploration effort in the BeLufort Sea, the Labrador Sea, the
Scotian Shelf including the Sable Island area, West Coast, Hudson Bay
and offshore the Arctic Islands must be regarded as a major marine
industry. To give you some idea of the expenditures involved, an
average offshore drilling rig on the East Coast with st'pport services
and consumable material included, costs $50,000 to $100,000 per day.
A single well may cost over $5 million and exploration costs to date
off Labrador, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence
total about $400 million. In the Beaufort Sea, a single well may go
as high as $30 million dollars. As well as being major employers of
professional divers, it is the search for oil which has pushed the
diver into ever deeper waters. The frigid waters encountered in
Canada's offshore frontiers has not yet stymied the advance of thistechnology.

To date, every drilling vessel engaged in ithe offshore oil
search has either had divers continuously on board or, in a few cases
where the shorebase has been close, available on a 24-hour basis.
Assignments range from re'overing lost equipment from the seafloor to
setting corrosion caps on stuspended wells, to observation of suspected
defects of the drilling system to placement of sandbags and other
anti-erosion devices aroua.id the legs of bottom-sii:ting platforms.
There have been many occasioria when the ingenuity of the diving indus-
try and the physical capability of diving people were challenged to
enable operations to be completed at a suspended well and thereby
ensure that no possible threat of pollution from a well located in deep
water could exist. In each of the following cases, the original dril-
ling vessel was forced off the location by a storm or iceberg. In each
case, the task of the Jivers was to observe the damage first hand,

attach hydraulic control lines to function mechanisms on the old blow-
out preventors and ensure that the attachment and operation of new
risers and preventors proceeded satisfactorily.

On October 18, 1969, the drillship, Wodeco II was literally
blown off theAquitaine et al Hudson Walrus A-71 well by winds of 100 mph.
The well is locatiid fn Hudson Bay, 210 km from land in 179 metres
(587 ft.) of water. The well was thought to be adequately sealed asthe blowout preventors had been closed prior to 'being swept off loca-
tion. However, the marine riser fell to the floor of the Bay and the
"well was not considered to have been properly plunged and abandoned.
In September, 1974, Aquitaine Company of Canada returned to the well
with the specially built semi-submersible Pentagone P-82.

On board were a Comex diving crew of 18 people including a
manager, assistant manager, diving doctor, electrician, mechanic,
chief caisson master, cassion master, five alternate divers doubling as
surface tenders and two diving crews of three ven each. These six
divers were under saturation fvr nine days and three hours followed by
3½ days of decompression.
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The crew descended to the wellhead in a bell and one remainedinside at all times while the two others did the physical work out-

side the bell. A total of 11 wet dives were made for a total of
32.04 hours outside the bell. Maximum working time, for any one dive
was four hours. Thanks to their efforts, the well was properly
abandoned. In addition, the marine riser and other large pieces of
equipment were recovered from the floor of the Bay.

On October 8, 1971, the Drillship Typhoon was forced to leave
the Tennco et al Lief E-38 location because of an encroaching iceberg.
The icebefg reversed course after having once gone safely past the
ship and posed an unexpected threat from the rear so the departare
was necessarily hasty. This well is 170 km from the Labrador Coast
in 168 metres (550 ft.) of water. In late July, 1973, the drilluhip
Pelican under contract to Total Eastern Exploration returned to the
location. It brought ess'..ntially the same Comex cr2w that was to
work on the Walrus well the following summer. The necessary hydrau-
lic lines were attached and the BOP stack wis recovered in three
working dives. The drillship was on location a total of wix days
including the time required to run the cement abandonment plugs.

On October 3, 1974, the drills:ip Havdrill (now the Canmar
Explorer III), suffered a failure of the marine riser and control
lines just above tne stack while on the BP Columbia Bonavista C-99
well. This location is 140 km from the nearest piece of Newfoundland

real estate and in an unprecedented 329 metres (1080 ft.) of water.

In June of 1975, BP Development returned to the site with the
same vessel and a Comex crew to establish a world depth record for a
worki'ng dive. Again it was necessary to attach control lines to the
BBOP .nd riser connector functions. The task was accomplished from a
civing bell stationed at 316 metres (1040 ft.) as the working area

i wa 13 metres above the seafloor. The task was accomplished with
tý,ree divers by the bell for a total of 10 hours. Divers left the
bell on the last two dives and were outside for a total of four hours.
The broken stub of the riser was recovered and the well was deepened

K "beyond its suspended depth of 12,090 feet.

In all of these cases, the ambient temperature was below the
K freezing point of fresh water and hot water suits heated with water

!• at 105OF were used to enable the divers to survive. Comex have pre-
pared a film called "Plongeurs Du Froid" which covers these exploits

more vividly than my mere words. An English version ie on file at
EMR and anyone wishing to arrange for its loan can contact me later.

In the fall of 1972 near Sable Island, the Mobil Tetco Thebaud
P-84 well was drilled using the semi-submersible Sedco H in the on-
bottom configuration. Due to the strong currents which caused sand
erosion in the vicinity of the rig, protective matting and sandbags
were placed around each of the three cassions supporting the structure.@ Only scuba gear is required in the 27 metre waters but the strong cur-

rents make diving hazardous. At the present time, Dominion Diving is
performing a similar task around the four legs of the jack-up platformS % I
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Gulf tide, now drilling in the vicinity of the Island. In the early
stages, 15 divers were on board and a crew averaging six divers
remains on board as drilling continues. Work is only possible one I
hour on each side of slack tide and during daylight hours. Plastic

bags, chain link fencing and cement grout have all bean used to hold
the sand in place and thereby maintcin stability around the legs.

In Arctic waters, Pan-Arctic Oil has developed techniques for
drilling from thickened ice platforms. This work is not diver assi-
ted but schemes for the completion of underwater well-heads and laying
of flowlines from production wells are b.eing field-tested this winter
in a 58 metres (190 ft.) of water. Divers will be oru standby during
this operation and installation of a full-fledged production system
will undoubtedly require considerable diver assistanLe. In April,
1976, the JIM atmospheric diving suit was used to inspect the BOP
stack and perform a series of assigned phone tasks at the Pan-Arctic
Tern CS N.W. Hecla H-25 well drilled in 275 metreas (M00 ft.) of water.

In the Beaufort Sea, divers operate routinely from the three
Can-Mar drillships and frequently from the large dredge barge. Tem-
peratures here range from four degrees Celsius at surface to minus
two degrees at the sea floor.

It should now be apparent that the production of vital hydro-
carbons from subsea completions in Canada's frigid waters is eq,%slly
challenging to those who work in RathAts as it is to wearing bard
hats.

I!
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SUBMERSIBLES AND DIVING IN DFE

By

Mr. S.G.Tomlinson
Department of Fisheries and Marine Services

ABSTRACT

To obtain a true understanding of our marine environment, and
to gain adequate knowledge of our marine resource.s, the Department of
Fisheries and the Environment continually seeks Letter and safer
methods to explore, conduct re'4earch, acquire data and conduct analysis
of the underwater world. Submersibles (manned and uinannad) and divers
are dmployed to achieve these objectives.

PISCES IV

In 1971, as a result of some "moral suasion" from the United
States Government, the Canadian Government cancelled the export permit
for tho sale of PISCES 1• • o the Soviet Academy of Sciences. The U.S.
objection to the sale was on the use of strategic materials (HY100
steel) and the transfer of technology.

This put International Hydrodynamics in a precarious financial
positlon-- s"itnation created by Governaent decision-or bowing to
overt pressure. h','COQs predicament uas recognized and it was decided
that PISCES IV would be purchased by the Government and assigned to
one of the vessel operuting depatt±*ents. DUD had the operational
expertise-but no programs to support. DOT had neither. DFE and EN
had research programs requiring a submersible-but no operational
expertise. A review of the correspondence And uinuica of meetings on
this subject indicated a great deal of smanoeuvering on tke part of
the involved Departments-in fact reminded Y. of Brer Iabbit wW the
raspberry patch. Depa-tuantv would not admit they wanted the subm.r-
sible. Eveatually Cabinet decided the submrsible would be operated
by DYE vith other departments (OND in particular) asssting a required
-'-a support of DF's submersible program. The decision that a civilian
departmnt shokd own and operate PISCES TV was predicated on the
assumption that it would provide a more flexible response to providing
contract/charter service to the Soviet Union if requasted. This situ&-
tiou never materialized. After an interesting t4illdinn, trial and
error training period DFE accepted the PISC=S IV on the 5th of October,

* 197?,

Initially the crew were all Canadian Forces (Sea Element)
"KAVY" personnel (submariners and divers). After a three year transi-
tion period the crew ware civilLanized (Public Servauts - Ship's
Officer Classification). Sam of the service personnel art stnl with
the program.

. ......
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The submersible has provided DFE and other Departments with a
viable manned submersible program. PISCES IV has made a total of
633 dives--540 since acceptance by DFE and has a full prcgram planned.
However, the operations have not been problem free.

The HYMAC motors had brush problems. DFE required 100 hrs
M.T.B.F. HYCO eventually achieved this objective. DND subsequently
required 200 hrs M.T.B.F. which I understand has been achieved.

The Ballast Pump was not very efficient. It failed at about
600 feet during builder's trials, was modified and failed again during

trials at about 1600 feet on the first dive to 2400 feet. This re-
quired another modification. This was a single acting pump which
really never was satisfactory. A double acting pump was developed and
fitted in February, 1975 and performed reasonably well until about a
year ago. It was clear that if PISCES IV was ever to dive in deeper
water (more than 2000 feet) the entire ballast system would have to
be replaced with a proven system. A new system was installcd this
spring, a system which HYCO has installed in several of their 6600 ft
(2000 metre) submersibles.

The Syntactic Foam has, since acceptance progressively deterio-
rated. The rate and amount of water absorption was increasing with
consequent degradation in buoyancy. Therefore, until the foam is
replaced PISCES IV has been restricted to 500 feet.

Surface Support Ship

The Cabinet decision assigning PISCES IV to DFE included a sur-

face support ship. DFE requested approval to build a support ship.
When this request was reviewed by the Ministers it was decided that DFE
should charter a submersible support ship from the private sector. In
July, 1972 22 firms were invited to tender on a surface support ship--
14 firms acknowledged the tender call--8 firms submitted tenders, five
of which merited consideration. After a rigorous evaluation a short
list of three firms was developed (one firm on this list withdrew its
offer). The contract was subsequently awarded to Christensen Canadian
Enterprises Limited of Halifax, the lowest qualified bidder.

In the interim before the chartered vessel was ready the Depart-
ment chartered the support barge "Gulf of Georgea 192" from HYCO.
This proved to be a wise decis'on, but not without its problems--because
by the time the chartered vessel was on charter the submersible crew
was thoroughly trained and most of the bugs had been eliminated from
the subiersible.

The M.V. "PANDORA II" was accepted on charter on 12 March, 1974
and was soon at sea on trials. The marriage of the two systems was now
consumated and throughout April both were conducting trials and training.
The system has been extremely successful.
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PISCES IV - DIVES

BUIER TRAL (MARCH 72 To 30 SEPT 77)

CREW TRAINING 113
CHECK OUT 19

EQUIPMENT TRIALS 82
NAVIGATION SYSTEM TRIALS 2

~' IBOTTOM POLLUTION SURVEY 65
DUMP SITE SURVEY (7 MINVE TAILINGS) 23
HELICOPTER REC~OVERY 8IARCTIC ACOUSTICS 5
SUPPORT SHIP TRIALS 48
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (10 ARCTIC) 41

lkOCEAN TURBULENCE STUDIES 62A

TORPEDO RANGE CABLE INSPECTION 6
FROZEN SEA RESEARCH (OIL WELL BLOW OJUT) 2
CHLORINE TANK CAR SEARCH 11

CRC (TV & RADIO)3

INSTRUMENT RECOVERY (PANDORA'S ANCHOR) 14
I, bPRAWN STUDY4

BIOLOGICAL SAMPLING 21
SPONGE STUDY 22
VOODOO SEARCH 15

TOTAL 633JI
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Unmanned Systems

In response to an unsolicited proposal from McElhanney Offshore
Sweeping and Engineezing Limited of Port Moody, the Department (CCIW
Inland Waters Directorate of E.M.S.)with bridge funding from D.S.S.
Science Procurement Branch acquired the T.R.O.V. lB (Tetherall
Remotely Operated Vehicle) with a maximum operating d=pth of 1200 ft.

This submersible is used to support underwater programs in the
Great Lakes. To illustrate the effectiveness of this system, one of
the first programmes investigated two Hom contacts In 270 feet of
water off Port Dalhousie. These contacts had previously been acquired
by Magnetometer and Side Scan Sonar. The T.R.O.V. then classified
these contacts as two ships believed to be the "HAMIILTON" and the
"SCOURGE" which sank during a storm on August 8, 1813. One is upright,
is remarkably well preserved with many artifacts in the vicinity.

In March and April of this year a joint program by:
E.M.R. - Geological Survey of Canada, E.MR. - Polar Continental Shelf
Project, D.F.E. - C.C.I.W., Panarctic Oils Limited, I.S.E. (International
Sumbarine Engineering Ltd.) (formerly McElhanney) -- to determine and
assess T.R.O.V.'s performance in the Arctic environment was conducted
off Drake Point, Melville Island. This program involved the submersi-
ble's ability to:

a. cope with the harsh environment during all phases
of the operation;

b. operate through a 2 to 5 metre square hole from the
sea ice platform; and

c. study the underside of the ice and the seabed

using the following techniques:

(1) video-taped television,

(2) colour photography,

(3) sample recovery,

(4) side scanning.

The T.R.O.V. was suitably modified for this program with larger port
and starboard thrusters and a surface power source.

On arrival on the ice site a hut was set up and a hole cut In
thk 8-foot thick ice. It was estimated that approximately 13 tons
of ice were cut and moved out oi the hole.
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The T.R.O.V. made dives of approximately 45 minutes each.
Despite some equipment proble~s (still camera) and component failures
(mainly solenoids) the program was considered a success. However, to
ensure maximum results before going north again, it is intended to do
more work through the ice in the Great Lakes.

This system has much to offer. We are now able to thoroughly
investigate and survey a work-site without putting a diver in the
water, or for that matter, a manned submersible. Thereby enhancing
safety and maximizing economy of operation.

The Bedford Institute of Oceanography at Dartmouth has developed
the "Sea Rover", a cable controlled bottom crawler which has been
reasonably successful. The main problem is not knowing precisely where

the vehicle is relative to the controlling platform. It is anticipated
that a bottom referenced relative position navigation system will
enhance the system's effectiveness. Also the Fisheries Biological

SResearch Station at St. Andrews has developed a sarlQa of towed undar-

water vehicles.

T.U.R.P. (Towed Underwater Research Platform) wab a towed sled. Two
divers held on and were towed over the survey area. This gave a rapid

H visual observation of sea weed beds, oyster bede. scallops, lobsters,
etc. in shallow water. The divers could record their observations by
movie and still cameras. However the divers endurance was severely

limited--not much more than 30 to 45 minutes even in summer months.
wa eeoe ocry eiso ntuetsadt lmnt h
B.R.U.T.I.V. (Bottom Referenced Underwater Towed Instrument Vehicle)
Swas developed to carry a series of instruments and to eliminate the

K divers. By using an ingenious system of an Echo Sounder and a self

powered hydraulic control system M1 I is able to maintain a preset
height off the bottom (± 6 inches) with a maximum operating depth of

i about 400 feet.) This system has cameras and other instruments and has

been quite successful.

B.R.U.T.I.V. MK II is now under development and will be a more rugged
vehicle with improved electronics and controls with a larger payload.
Anticipated maximum cperating depth--600 feet. MK II will also have
more applications--T.V./Movie/still cameras, acoustics, side scan
sonar, etc. and in addition to Fisheries research programs could be
used for pipeline route surveys and/or inspections. (For further
information on these three vehicles contact Dr. D.J. Scorratl - St.
Andrews).

Divers

You no doubt have realized that DFE has extensive underwater
programs--programs using vehicles (manned and unmanned) which tend to
reduce, but not eliminate, using divers. There are many programs
which could not be attempted without divers. I need not elaborate
here that diving is a hazardous occupation--hence the need for careful
control, competent and resnonsible personnel, good equipment and safety.
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In DFE we hdve a number of full time professional divers; Jack
Roe and his team at Burlington. Incidently this team also operates
the T.R.O.V. lB. They are thoroughly professional, very rellable and
responsible people who have, over the ltst eix or seven years, made a
significant contribution to the Department's underwater research
programmes.

DFE also has some 90 to 100 part time divers who use diving as
a research tool to locate /examine /investigate biological and/or

geological phenomena under water. They are research biologists,
technicians, hydrographers and some ship's personnel. This very large
group of people are in the main very keen to further the Department's
research objectives. However, not always with a very responsible
approach to diving and on many occasions conducting unsafe diving
activities. We have, to date, been blessed in not having any accidents
or fatalities. Most of the work is carried out in 30 feet or less--
which may account for the loose attitude. Some of those people are
very good, others so-so.

GUIDE FOR DIVING SAFETY

Responding to a complaint from the D.I.P.S. and to co-ordinate
the variety of training the divers had, it was necessary to develop
a uniform approach to safe diving operations. D.F.E. prepared the
"Guide for Diving Safety". This really is a synthesis of several well
known diving publications, some common sense and above all, a genuine
concern for the Public Servant who dives and the employer. It is by
no means perfect--hence we do get some criticism and support. It is
dynamic and will change to meet requirements. However, "Safety is an

attitude of mind" and no safety publication is worth the paper it is
printed on unless the participants appreciate this and become involved.
The DFE Guide is used by:- E.M.R.; D.I.NA..; Labour; Health and Welfare;
Justice; and Treasury Board Occupational Health and Safety. It is not
a best seller but does have a place in our diving activities.

These are not mutually exclusive activities--they are
complementary.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN DOPPLER ULTRASONIC

BUBBLE DETECTION

By

Mr. B.C. Eatock, Dr. K.E. Kisman,
Mr. L. Ferrari and Mr. R.Y. Nishi

ABSTRACT

Ultrasonic detection of bubbles can provide an objective,
quantitative measure of decompression stress. Most ultrasonic
bubble detection instruments currently provide an audio output of
the Doppler shifted return signal. However, it is frequently
difficult to discriminate the transient bubble signals from the
signals due to all other scatterers in the field of view of the
transducer. The selectivity of the Doppler signal can be improved
by range gating techniques. A Doppler unit, recently developed at
DCIEM, provides this feature through phase modulation. The
requirement for objectivity is met by a digital signal processor
which resolves the Doppler signal into ito spectral components and
then automatically analyzes the signal for the occurrence of bubble
transients.

i INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss recent advances in Doppler ultrasonic
bubble detection which have been made at DCIEM.

The formation of nitrogen bubbles in blood is thought to beL the cg.Ise of decompression sickness. Therefore, we wish to be ableIj to detect them:

1. to better understand the nature of decompression sickness;

2. to predict the onset of the bends before a diver feels the
f symptoms, for therapeutic reasons; and

3. by counting the number of bubbles which are formed during
different dive profiles, to arrive at a more sensitive
indicator of decompression stress than more observation
of bends symptoms.

Various groups around the world have used ultrasound to detect
bubbles in blood since the early sixties (1), Ultrasound is sound at
higher frequency than the audible limit, which is around 16Khz. In
"bubble detection, frequencies ir the megahertz region are typically
used.

__
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Medical ultraý;onics is a large field. In most medical[ applications the ultrasound is used to detect tissue structures much
as a sonar echo is used to detect an underwater object. The bubble
detection pr'oblem differs from most medical applications in thatI
bubbles, as targets, are relatively small and few. In addition they
are transient, that is, the bubbles are observed for only short

R periods of time.

These factors would seem to make the problem of detection moreI
difficult, but they are countered by the exceptional acoustic proper-
ties of the bubbles. Bubbles are much better scatterers, or reflectors,
of ultrapsonic energy than liquid or solid objects of comparable dimen-
sions. This makes their detection possible (2, 3).

Although several different ultrasonic techniques have been used

for bubble detection, the most popular at present seems to be the
Doppler technique. Doppler instruments are commonly used in medicine
to detect blood flow to search for cardiovascular abnormalities. In
our application the blood flow signal constitutes a nuisance because
it helps to mask the signal from bubbles if they are present (4),

With animal subjects, an ultrasonic transducer is surgically
implanted around one of the animal's veins, usually the posterior vena
cava. One of the transducer elements converts a radio frequency sig-
nal into an ultrasonic beam and transmits it into the vein. This beam
is scattered in all directions by the objects in the blood, mostly red
blood cells. Some of the scattered ultrasound is sensed by a second
transducer element which produces a radio frequency signal that is
then amplified in the receiver. If a bubble passes through the ultra-
sonic beam the signal level in the receiver increases because the
bubble scatters more ultrasound. Since the targets are moving, the
scattered ultrasound is slightly shifted in frequency. This is called

K: the Doppler effect. The amount of the Doppler shift is proportional
S to the velocity of the scatterer. The receiver obtains a signal at

the Doppler difference frequency. Since this signal is in the audio

r region we can listen to it and record it.

To monitor human subjects a different kind of transducer probe
has to be used since it would be inconvenient to implant the transducer.

The probe is held against the chest and the transducer elements are
mounted at a slight angle so that their beams overlap over a fairly
broad region at about the depth of the pulmonary artery, near the heart.

venous system, so any bubbles which are formed and enter the blood
stream will eventually travel to this vessel. Unfortunately, with
this arrangement echos are received from moving objects such an the
heart and artery walls, and these add to the blood flow signal to
help in macking any bubble signal that might bit present. On the other

AM 0 M_
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hand, since the Doppler effect is used, echoes from stationary
tissue are ignored. This eliminates a large amount of clutter.

Figure I is a block diagram of the basic components requiredii to build a Doppler unit. A stable radio frequency signal source is
required. The frequency chosen is typically 5 MHz. This signal is
amplified to a level of about 100 mW before being applied to the

* tranadzcer.

The received signal is amplified, by a factor of at least 100.
The gain requirement differs with experimental conditions. Minimum
g ain is required with the implanted probes and maximum gain is
required for big fleshy individuals.

Next the received signal is mixed with a signal at the trans- I
mitted frequency and we obtain a signal at the Doppler diffireuce
frequency in the audio region. The Doppler signal requires further
amplification and perhaps filtering. Finally an instrumentation out-
put is provided for recording or viewing on a scope, and an audio

*output is provided for monitoring with headphones or a speaker.

Unfortunately, for most of us the task of picking out bubble
sounds from the background signal is very difficult. The experts
concede that it takes approximately a mouth of training to acquire
the ability to distinguish bubble sounds, and even then not everyone

* can succeed.

This was the state of the art. Our goal has been to changeI
that situation and two improvements have been developed.

RANGE GATING

j One way to improve the Doppler signal is to use a range gating
technique. This means that the range is limited so that we accept
signals from between certain range limits only. That way, echoes from
the heart and artery walls can be reduced.

0 ~Conceptually, the easiest way to make a ranbA gating system is
by using pulsed ultrasound. Basically, instead of producing a contiit-ý
ous signal the transmitter produces a pulse, which might, for example,I
be 5 microsec. long. At this stage the receiver is off. The pulse
propagates out to the target anti back. To travel 10 cm in human tissue,
it takes about 66 microsec. At about the time it is expected that the

* pulse will return from the target the receiver is switched on for a
short period of time. Different: ranges can be selected by varying the
delay between the transmitted pulse and the time that the receiver is
switched on.
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However we have found the pulse method undesirable because Lt
reduces the overall sensitivity of the instrument. Since the trauc-
mitter is on for only a short period of time, the target scatters
for only a short period of time, and the total amount of energy scat-
tered is reduced. This makes the job of the receiver more difficult.

Themetodof range gating dehv coe uses phase modulation
(5) -Teuulcniuu aeomapidto the ultrasonic trans-
ducer is a sine wave. Figure 2 shows a phase modulated sine wave.
Phase modulation shifts the phase of the wave by 1800, which is like
flipping it about its a"is. Phase modulation is..illustrated here at
2 points, once when tite signal is about to pass through zero, but in-
stead starts down again, and second where it flips from minimum to

maximum.

The "H-sequence" signal that is applied to produce~ the phaseI
modulation is illustrated in Figure 3. Each time a transitionA occurs
the sine wave flips. This signal is called psuedo-random because
during a certain period of time it appears to be random. After that
the signal repeats.

The phase modulated sine wave is transmitted, scattered, and
returns to the receiver before the phase modulation pattern repeats.
A delayed replica of the waveform that was used to modulate the trans-
mitted wave is now used to demodulate the received wave. The amount
of delay can be chosen to correspond with the time taken for the
ultrasonic wave to travel out to the region of interest and back. In
the demodulation process those signals which come from out-of-range
targets are shifted away from the transmission frequency,. These out-

of-range signals then can be filtered out when we extract the Doppler

frequency.I
The phase modulation technique is not quite as selective as the

pulse technique, but it has the advantage that the targets are con-
tinuously irradiated, and the~ scattered power is greater.

A portable phase modulated Doppler ultrasonic transceiver has
been developed here for research purposes. It features selectable
frequency, operation in either continuous wave or phase modulated
mode, selectable gain, and two sets of independently controlled high
pass and low pass filters.

TRANSIENT SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

So far ,a method has been described to reduce some of the back-
ground signal which masks the bubbla signals. But we still need a
way to detect and count the bubbles automatically. For this purpose
an interesting transient spectral analysis technique has been devised
(4, 6,).The bubble signals carry three kinds of information that may
help to distinguish them from background: amplitude, frequency, and
time duration. If typical frequency limits for bubble signals are
compared with those for other signal sources, there is unfortunately
a large overlap, because the bubbles have a wide range of velocities

- ui.n~i~i- - ~67 I



and therefore contribute a wide range of Doppler frequencies. So
we can't use a simple filter to discriminate them.

Things look better, however, if the comparison is made for a
single bubble over a short period of time, say about 10 msec. That

jis how long it takes the bubble to pass through the field of view of
atransducer. Then it appears that the frequency content of the

bubble is fairly well defined. This suggests that a kind of transient
fitrcol e sd

Iftetyý,ical time duration of a bubble event is compared with
the time that ocher sources contribute to the signal, the bubble
events really do look like transients. While listening to the Doppler
signals it can be noticed, that they sound almost periodic. In spec-

~ 9tral analysis, we look at the frequency content of the signal as the
signal changes in time. For a periodic signal, the frequency content

Cis constant in time. For an al1most periodic signal the frequency con-

tent is almost constant in time. But, if we superimpose a transient
signal onto an almost periodic signal, we will notice a big change in
frequency content at the time of the transient. This is easy to

p search f or and it can be done automatically (4, 64).

The equipment used to implement this technique is illustrated
in Figure 4 (4). The spectral analysis is performed by a macro-
arithmetic processor which is essentially a very fast computer, having
many processors in parallel. The recorded data are digitized and fed
into the MAP at a rate 32 times slower than the recording rate. Theft data are divided into segments, each 10 us. long and for each segment
power spectra are computed using a technique known as the Fast Fourier

Transform. Then an automatic comparison is made with preceding and
succeeding segments to see if a transient was present. in effect the

To operate the MAP, a host computer, a PDP 11/10 is required

along with various peripherals.
Figure 5a is a Doppler signal as it would appear on a scope,

*with a big transient in the middle. After application of the spectral
analysis technique the signal appears as in 5(b) (4). The background
signal has almost disappeared. The computer checks to see whether or
not the transient signal exceeds certain limits before it is counted
as a bubble. eigure 6 shows how the technique can be used for a
quantitative analysis of a dive. A French minipig was subjected to

* the dive shown in the upper left cowner, down to a depth of about 90
metres and back up all in a time of about 5 minutes. The experiment
was performed by the French (7), but the signal was analyzed at DCIEM.
The heights of bars represent the number of bubble events counted in
10 second intervals. This is the most quantitativ? and objective
analysis of a Doppler signal that we know of. It suggests that we can
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count bubble signals as a met.hod to evaluate the hazards of a given
dive profile and should lead to safer dive schedules.

In conclusion, we have shoim that it is difficult to detect

bubble signals using the conventional Doppler technique, because
of a large background signal. However the level of the backgroundI
signal can be reduced using a range gating technique and an instru-
ment incorporating this feature has' been developed. Automatic
detection and counting of bubble signals is possible using transient
spectral analysis.

The range gating technique is inexpensive and can be included
in field Doppler units. Spectral analysis is expensive at the
present time, but if the current pace of advancement in digital elec-
tronics continues, within a few years it -7ill become possible to use
the spectral analysis technique in real time, %ad secondly equipment
costs will drop to the point where the technique can become an invalu-
able laboratory tool, and perhaps eventually a field tool.

HL Returning to the three objectives mentioned at the outset:

We are now in a better position to understand the nature of decom-
pression sickness and, using the improved Doppler technique for moni-
toring experimental dives, arrive at safer dive achedules. If the
instrument gets wide enough distribution in the future, it will also
meet the goal of being a useful diagnostic and tb7eraputic aid.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Block diagram of the components required to build a
Doppler Ultrasonic Bubble Detector.

Figure 2: Illustration of a Phase Modulated Sine Wave.

Figure 3: Example of Psuedo Random 'M-Sequence" Signal for Phase
Modul it ion.

Figure 4: Configuration of Signal Processor used for Transient
'~ S'ctral analysis.

Figure 5a: Example of a Doppler Ultrasonic Signal with Transient.

Figure 5b: Transient Spectra Obtained from the same Signal.

* Figure 6: Preliminary Signal Analysis of Taped Decompression Data
from a probe implanted around the Pulmonary Artery of a
Miniature Pig. (R. Guillera et al. Medsub hyp 10 50, 1973).
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GUIDELINES FOR MIXED INERT GAS DECOMPRESSION

Mr. Tikuisis and Dr. L. Kuehn

ABSTRACT

An ideal tissue model is used to present the theory of inert
gas exchange in the body under hyperbaric conditions. Multiple gas
switching is examined and criteria are established for the state of
optimal decompression, that is, minimizing the total i,ert gas tension
and thereby reducing the chances of bubble formation. The most effec-
tive method for decreasing the total decompression time is found by
switching from an inert gas of small half-time to an inert gas of large
half-time at some determined time prior to decompression. A multi-
tissue model with a variety of different half-times is also examined
with emphaais placed on the safe decompression of slow tissues.

INTRODUCTION

Our objective regarding mixed gas decompression is to present
r a method of minimizing the total decompression time by switching gases

without compromising the safety of the diver. Although gas switching
is not a new development, the approach taken here is to switch gasesI while at bottom prior to decompression. In this presentation, we
first wish to outline the theory behind gas switching, then to show
that multiple gas switching for both saturation and sub-saturation
diving prior to decompression leads to a reduced total decempression
time.

Decompression sickness or the "bends" is believed to be the
* |consequence of the formation of gas bubbles in a diver's body during

ascent. These gas bubbles arise whenever boddy tissues and fluids
become super-saturated with the inert gas of the breathing mixture.
Safe decompression is achieved by minimizing the total amount of gas
dissolved in the body. Different inert gases have different rates of
uptake and elimination in the various tissues of the body. For e•tample,

* |N2 is generally considered to be slower compared to He. We can take
a•dvantage of this phenomena by selectively switching gases in order
to minimize the total amount of dissolved gas at the start of decom-
pression.

An example of gas switching from a 'fast' gas, namely Gas 1 in
Figure 1, to a slow gas (Gas 2) without changing the ambient pressure
shows that a minimum t tal gas tension is achieved followed by a slow

rise back to saturatiou pressure. We propose that for a safe and
faster decompression, the minimum point of the total gas tension
profile be taken as the ortimal choice for the start of decomprossion.

Multiple Gas Switching

The effect of multiple gas switching, i.e, switching more than
once with different gases, has been analyzed graphically. It turns out

'L~
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that the combination leading to the grIatest reduction of the total
gas tension is achieved by switching from the fastest gas available
to the slowest gas available.

Figure 2 illustrates a comparison between binary and ternary
gas switching. In both the satur.Lion and sub-saturation profiles,
the binary case yielded a grester reduction in total gas tension as
compared r2 the ternary case.

Using this result, we concentrate our efforts towards calculatingthe time of switching prior to decompression that would yield the lowest
totai gus tension at the start of decompression for binary systems.
Such a calculation has bean performed for the binary system of switching
from He to N2.,* The result is bhown in Figure 3 by the solid curve
where the horizontal axis gives the bottom time and the vertical axis
gives the time of switching such that rhe total gas tenuion reaches a
minimum at the start of decompression.

Multi-Tissue Model

Up till now, we have considered only a single tissue. Different
tissues will have different rates of uptake and elimination for the I
same inert gas. We make this distinction by assigning half-time values
for the inert gases to the various tissues. These half-time values

are an index of the rate of gaG uptake and elimination. The smaller
the half-time of the tissue, the faster it is.

It is desirable to minimize the total gas tension in the tissue
of most physiological significance with respect to damage due to bubble
formation. First we examine the multi-tissue model for the case of
sub-saturation.

Figure 4 illustrat6s the sub-saturation case for two different
exposurep and the resulting total gas tension upon switching from He
to N2 . For a relatively short expcsure time, the fastest tissue, namely
tissueol,, determines the optimal switching time. It can be clearly seen
Sthat at the point of switching, the gas tensions in the slower tissues
have not built up appreciably. Therefore, the minimum point in the gas
tension profile marks the optimal onset for decompression. However, for
a longer exposure, an intersection of the gas tension profiles of the
various tissues occurs. The start of decompression at the minimum point
of the gas tension profile of tissue 1 ia no longer acceptable due to
the high gas tension remaining in tissue 2. Allowing for tissue 2 to
reach a minimum for decompression may not entirely be practical since
the faster tissue regains gas tensions very quickly. As a compromise, I
the intersection of tissues 1 and 2 would appear to be the optimal point

for the beginning of decompression.

For very long exposures, that is, when essentially all tissues
become saturated, priority should be given to the slowest tissues for
two reasons. First, physiologically, it is believed that gas bubble
formation in slow tissues such as fat and bone lead to severe damage.

[ li/2 (He) 12(N2), based on molecular masses j
_'A
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"This is especlaly iapartant since such gas bubble formation is not
easily detected and may have lorg term affects. Second, physically,

the slow tissues become the controlling factors during decompression;
therefore, it would be efficient to minimize the gas teinsions in the
slow tissues prior to decompression. Although saturation would be
reached by tissues 1 and 2 in this case (see Figure 5), this is not
considered a disadvantage since the half-times are such that the gasS~tensions in tissues 3 and 4 would decrease rapidly during decompression.Based on the reasons given, the intersections of tissues 3 and 4 would

appear to be the optimal point for the beginning of decompression.

Application

The benefit of this gas switching theory can be better apprecia-
ted by relating the results to an existing decompression table. The
restriction imposed on the choice of table is that the half-times for
different inert gases be clearly distinguished for each tissue or
compartment. The half-times of inert gas uptake and elimination for
tissues of varying perfusion rates and fat content given by Schreinerfulfill this requirement. The safe ascent criteria is adopted from

* the 16-compartment German model by Ruff and Muller* for the gases He
and N2 . Figure 6 gives the total decompression times for four gas
systems for a 15 metre saturation dive. The reduction of the decom-

i pression time by switching prior to decompression is highly significant.
VSUMMARY

The theory of gas switching as presented here has been based

largely on physical considerations. Furthermore, the results given
were derived theoretically and have not been validated experimentally.

V The advantages of gas switching can only be met with a tissue model
whose half-times for different gases are distinguished for the dif-
ferent tissues.

Vi At certain depths, gas switching may invoke certain physiological
problems. To counteract this and still retaIn the benefits of gas
switching, various gas mixtures may be applied. For example, in order
to avoid nitrogen narcosis, it may be necessary to switch from a

V heliox mixture to one containing N2 below the narLosis leve. with
beliox as the balance.

ig In conclusion, gas switching theory has demonstrated that switch-
ing prior to decompresvion can significantly reduce the total decom-
pression time for both saturation and sub-saturation diving. We have
also seen that switching more than once is unnecessary. In a practicalV situation, switching from heliox to N2 02 not only may reduce total
d:'4ompression time but it also introduces a more comfortable and
perhaps a more economical decompression. Application of the theory to
existing dive tables is a subject of further research.

"* S. Ruff and K.G. Muller, Experimentelle and Theoretische
Untersuchung des Druck Fall Problems;
Deutsche Luft und Raumfahrt, Forechungs-
beri.cht 71-48, July, 1971.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I. An example of gas switching from a fast gas (Gas 1) to a slow
gas (Gas 2) without change of ambient pressure. Minim= total
gas tension is achieved followed by a slow rise back to satura-
tion pressure. The vertical axis denotes a tissue gas pressure
relative to the saturation pressure while the horizontal axis
denotes time in normalized units.

2. Comparison between binary and ternary gas switching in the
saturation and subsaturation cases. The vertical axis denotes
a tissue gas pressure relative to the saturation pressure while
the horizontal axis denotes time in normalized units.

3. Graph of binary gas switching time (that would yield lowest
total gas tension at start of decompression) versus time at
bottom. Both times are expressed in normalized units.

4. Display of optimal -as switching for two different subsaturation
exposures of a 4-tissue model. The vertical axis denotes tissue
gas pressures relative to the saturation oressure while the
horizontal axis denotes time in normalized units.

5. Display of optimal gas switching for a saturation exposure of a
4-tissue model. The vertical axis denotes tissue gas pressures
relative to the saturation prossure while the horizontal axis
denotes time in normalized units.

6. Display of total saturation decompression times based on a ,
16-compartment model of Ruff and Muller for various cases of
gas switching.
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BREATHING SIMULATOR AND ITS USES FORo E•MIMT TEST.NG

by

J.J. Grodski, Ph.D.
I

INTRODUCTION

The DCIXK's breathing simulator was built in 1975 and since i
then, It has been used for testing a variety of diver's life support
equipmint. The purpose, advantages and uses of the simulator are
reviewed in this paper on the basis of the available range of the
"operational parameters and typical measured quantities. This is
followed with an indication of DCIEK's future aims in this area.

THE PURPOSE AND ADVANTAGES OF BREATHING SIMULATORS

The general purpose of breathing machines is to provide means
for a continuous, fully controlled simulation of the major features
of man's breathing. lj
and The breathing simulator provides major advantages In testing
and evaluation of diving breathing equipment. While manned testing
of life-support equipment is mandatory, it is cumbersome when objec-

f( tive avaluation is required due to the non-uniformity and variability
in man's breathing. The machine, however, provides means for equip-
ment testing under controlled and non-variable conditions.
Additionally, application of the simulator eliminates the need for
use of human subjects in most of the objective testing, inherently
eliminating the numerous disadvantages associated with frequent and
lengthy human diving. On the other hand, a typical breathing machine
Is designed to simulate only some of the multiple aspects of the
breathing process thereby limiting its application to specific kinds
of tests.

THE DCIEM MACHINE

The DCIEM machine was designed specifically for diving equipment
test and evaluation. It encompasses a few novel features incorporated
into its design and it provides a full range of adjustment on a number

of parameters. This development stimulated some industrial and naval
diving testing and evaluation establishments of a few countries to plan
acquisition or to acquire simulators of similar design.

The DCIDH simulator was designed for operation externally to the
hyperbaric chamber with which it is interfaced. Thie drastically
reduces hazards and allows an easy access to controls, permitting
readjustments during the testing process. The machine is capable of
simulating the breathing process at pressures from atmospheric up to
5000 fsw (2225 psig) when interfaced to the DDY. Currently, the machine
is interfaced to a 1000 few hyperbaric chamber; in this nonfiguration,
the pressure rating of the chamber constitutes the pressure limit.
Additionally, the simulator was designed to provide means for control of
the following parameters.

..... _ ,. \ . , i . . .,, . _ ... . , , , . , ... .. . .... . • ... . . t . _ .,- . .... _ • t .



Tidal Volume - (volume of a breath) may be preselected anywhere
between 0.7 to 4.0 litres.

Breathing R.ate - may be preselected anywhere between 5-70 breathes
per minute.

Wave Shape - is basically sinusoidal, however it may be altered through
the use of 12 separate velocity controls affecting 12
corresponding segments of the breathing cycle.

Inhalation-to-Exhalation Time Ratio - may be preselected anywhere
between 0.8 and 1.2.

Exhaled Gas Humidity - is simulated by passing the inhaled gas through
water and buffles in a bubble chamber.

Exhaled Gas Temperature - is controlled through the use of heaters on
the bubble chamber and the exhale line.

C02 addition - may be used at a rate of 0-4 litres per minute at
standard conditions (slpm), limited to the depth of
1000 saw in the present design.

Oxygen Consumption - is the single, major physiological aspect of
breathing which the machine is not capable to
slmulate.

APPLICATIONS

The simulatcr constitutes a vital tool for objective testing of
a variety of breathing apparatus. The majority of its applications at
DCIEM pertain to underwater breathing equipment such as:

a. SCUBA - single hose;

b. SCUBA - double hose;

c. Band Mask - open circuit and demand;

d. Helmet - open circt-it or demand;

e. he".met - recircclating;

f. UBA - semi-closed circuit; and

g. UBA - closed circuit.

The interfacing of the tested equipme.nt to the simulator varies
depending on the equipment tested and the aim of the particular teot.

For example, when testing a helmet, an appropriate sannequin is
required; when testing a SCUBA equipment, mnting of appropriato pipes
may be sufficient. However, connections forming the breathing

channel must be free of leaks in all cases; othervise, tests performad
on the equipment result in erroneous data.
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The simulator L.ay be uiseful also in other work s,.ch as e.g.,
testing of C02 scrubbers for a submersible.

Concerning interpretation of test and evaluation data, it
must be recognized that data obtained from tests on one set of
breathing equipment of a particular brand should never be generalized
to be TOTALLY representative of the brand. Differences between
individual sets have been frequently shown to be significant. Forii that reason, a good evaluation program should include more than one

ii~i test samplo.

MEASURED RUANTITIES

Parameters measured in typical tests involving the simulator
irclude: variety of differential pressures (e.g. across the mouth,

across the wall of the hyperbaric chamber), respiratory flow rate,
and tidal volume (displacement of the piston in the simulator).

Particular attention is paid to an accurate determination of
the external work of breathing; the latter is expected to form the
major acceptance criterion in future respiratory equipment evalus-
tions. Calculation of the external work of breathing requires integra-
tion of a real-time data acquired from the experimental assembly. A
fast digital data acquisition system was assembled and programmed for
that purpose.

With additional equipment one may also monitor inspired PCO2,
C02 levels at various points in a helmet, gas consumption, sound levels,

r pand other parameters which may be required.!I
fi FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A mass spectrometer is being acquired. It will provide the
means for monitoring static and breath-by-breath variations in a
breathing gas composition. Additionally, a temperature control system
for the bath in which the tested equipment is submerged is planned to
be installed. This feature is of pirticular relevance to our testing
programs pertaining to the use of diving equipment in climatic
conditions typical in Canada.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it is stipulated that a consistent, highJ. quality, objective evaluation of diving breathing equipment requires
* pthe use of a breathing simulator capable of providing the full range

of testing parameters, simulating the breathing process in as many
details as the present technology allows.

iD
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THE ATMOSPHERIC DIVING SYSTEM; "JIM"

BY

Mr. Phil Nuytten
Can-Dive Oceaneering
North Vancouver, B.C.

The concept of providing a pressure resistant exoskeleton that
will allow useful work at great depths, without incurring decompression
penalties, is as old as diving technology itself.

Articulated diving armour has traditionally been regarded as
somewhat of an impractical curiosity and any attempts to sell the con-
cept has met with skepti.cism and a general air of "do some useful work
on a cost-effective basis at great depth - then we'll talk about it".
Most of the attempts to design and build such systems have foundered
in this sea of cynicism -' . the concepts are rarely realized in
operational hardware.

The downfall of many attempts from the turn of the century right
up to contemporary designs is basically one of concept rather than
design. Most one atmosphere "afficionadoe" see their particular system
as an end-all, be-all, rather than simply one of a number of tools and

4 gadgets to allow effective work in the ocean.

The history of successful diving firms have shown that the
ability to do work on the sea floor is hardly a guarantee of success,
but rather a basic ingredient in a long and complex recipe. One
atmosphere systems have been used with some success even with the
limited technology available in the past, but only on the following
basis:

a. the users had a specific job to carry out with a
guarantee of a pay-off if the work was accomplished
(market);

b. the work was too deep or required too long a bottom
time tor conventional diving techniques (specific
requirement);

c. The one atmosphere system was used as an adjunct to
a a host of other.proven techniques rather than and

end unto itself (used as a tool).

'V
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Although the advantages of a one-atmosphere suit system seeni

very obvious, research into this facet of diving technology has
lagged far behind the general research and application of conven-
tional ambient pressure diving. The basic reasons are simple: The
majority of previous attempts to produce a working, one-atmosp~here
suit have failed while the efforts to increase the depth range of
ambient pressure divers have been successful.

The requirements for routine deep diving are comparatively
recent. With the advent and financial impetus of the offshore
petroleum exploration industry, diving techniques and equipment that
were barely past the most basic experimental stages were hurriedly
pressed into service to take advantage of a market that conmmercial
diving firma had long dreamed about. This frenzy to dive deeper and
stay longer reached it's peak in the late sixties and "secret decom-
pression tables"' and wan, white-faced divers were the order of the
day. The ocean frenzy of the sixties was certainly not limited to

V small diving companies - a number of major firms in the U.S. and
Europe held their noses and leapt into a strange ocean that promised
much and gave little. In a decade of earnings - conscious conglome-
rates, the ý.ard was simply that "if you weren't into the Ocean "biz",
you would be left behind." The fallacy of that approach has been
cruelly borne out by the number of expensive submersibles rusting on
the shelf and the long list of surall, innovative companies, with
catchy space-age names, that left only small bubbles behind to mark
their downward progress into the ocean business. The current decade
has marked a reassessment of the whole situation by several major
(Hving firms. These companies, with a commendable degree of vision,
quietly tulr. their salesmen to stop selling technology that didn't
yet exist, reviewed their existing commitments and buckled down to
the hard research required to put their divers down to the worksite
and bring them back safely.

Sophisticated techniques and expensive saturation equipment took
the place of "bounce dives" and the depth and time limitations of simple
diving equipmuent were backed up into the shallower regions where they
belonged. Competitive diving firms who would scarcely talk to one
another in the past, for fear of betraying some proprietary secrets, be-
&an to cooperate and pool their hard-won research data, in the interests

of safety.

V ~The oil companies, the ultimate client for these deep divingI
services, encouraged and aided these realistic efforts. These same
clients had been considerably sobered by the number of diving fatalities
and near fatalities in the oil field and they no longer accepted blithe
assurances that deep-diving is a "piece of cake". From all of this,
several facts emerged. There were few or any "secrets" after all.
Putting a diver down several hundreds of feet and bringing him back
safely on a routine basis, was expensive and time consuming. There was
simply no safe way around it. Proper training, massive, expensive hard-
ware, and conservative techniques gave the ambient pressure diver at
least a fighting chance, but there was still a significant element of
every-day danger aud no one could really predict the long range effects.
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This long-winded dissertation has little to do with the subject
of this paper other than to set the scene and show why the hitherto
neglected one-atmosphere and remote controlled systems suddenly found
themselves under serious review. Most of the current technological and
physiological problems centre around the exposure to pressure and the
need to keep the diver alive, and well, in cold, hostile environment.
If the effects of extreme pressure, temperature and submergence in a
liquid can be overcome, most of the problems are solved. Surely, self-

Sevident - but Lhe trick is to do it and still be left with a syst'-m
that can accomplish the basic tasl:s required of it. Efforts in this
direction run the gamut from remote controlled vehicles with manipula-
tors to manned submersibles with complex tactile feed-back work systems.

Most of these devices work surprisingly well, but are expensive,
complex and have task limitations. They do not offer a pancea for the
replacement of man-in-sea, ar, this time. The oxd-atmosphere suit sys-
tem cannot offer a direct replacement for the ambient pressure diver
but presents a distinct capability envelope that covers a significant
percentage of today's deep water tasks.

Enter "JIM"

Personalizing the ADS by giving it the name "JIM" was done some-
what tongue-in-cheek by DHB Construction Ltd., although it was meant
as a genuine tribute to "Pop Peress's" first test diver, Jim Jarrett.

A problem, more physiological than technical, is the fact that
the suit gets all the credit rather than the operator. The press
seldom say, "John Doe, wearing an ADS, set a new depth record", but
"Jim sets new recor'd"--very demoralizing for the operator!

Another problem that arose is a familiar one in the aeronautics
* or aerospace industry. From "JIM's" progeny sprang names "JIM 2",

"SAM 1", "SAN 2", "WASP 1" and with it the difficulty of determining
precisely what model is being discussed.

ADS Terminology

* Basically, the ADS is discussed in-house, using the following
terminology:

a. Type 1 (JIM) - The original prototype "JIM"

utilizing a cast magnesium
alloy body.

b. Type 2 (JIM) - A modified version of the Type
1, but using the same material
for the body castings.

77
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c. Type 3 (SAM) - Sam is a smaller, more compact
version of JIM and uses a
fabricated aluminum body and a ]
re-configured joint system.

d. Type 4 (SAM) - SAM 4 is a redesign of SAM 3
using a fibreglass body shell.

e. WASP - A mid-water unit using thrusters
and a tubular lower body section
rather than articulated legs.

Type Description

Type 1 (JIM) - The original "JIM" prototype is not used operationally
but serves as a design-change and accessory test plat-
form in the Alton Plant.

Type 2 (JIM) The type 2 is the configuration most familiar to the
public because of extensive press and trade Journal
cover.4re. The type 2 has a body "iction of cast
magnesium alloy with operator entry through a hinged
head dome. The limbs utilize a vatented semi-sphere
joint system originally designed by "Pop" Peress and
further modified by UMEL designer, Mike Humphries.
The joints use a fluid bearing and allow flexion
extension as well as r..tation. The elbow and hand
pods, the boots and the leg spacers are made of both
is through four optically-ground ports in the head

dome section.

Type 3 (SAM) - The type 3 SAM is a somewhat smaller version of JIM
and has its operator entry through a hinged mid section.
The body is fabricated of aluminum rather than mag-
nesium alloy which results in a reduction of depth
rating but allows a much shorter building time and a
drastically decr2ased post-dive schedule. A major
change from JIM is the limb system. The type 3 limb
uses a joint design, perfected by Mike Humphries that
allows a significant increase in the articulation range
w.1th a decrease in physical size. Although the type 3
joint is essentially a modification of the currently
patented type 2 joint, it is different enough to be the
subject of an addi. ional series of pending patents.

The operator's vieving system is also altered and a
single semisphericai Nort replaces the four port system
in the type 2 JIM. The hand manipulators have been
re-designed from the original parallel-jaw grip to an
opposed digit manipulator that allows angular deflection
as well as rotation, relative to the hand pod. 1.
should be noted that all the manipulators have been
designed to fit any ADS in the series so that no par-
ticular manipulator is standard to a suit type, but
rather can be fitted for eithe- general use or specific

L•
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task functions. These changes on the type 3 SAM
ADS result in a more compact unit that closely
follows the lines of the human body. Wearing the
type 3, the operator feels more "man-in-sea" than
'n the JIM unit and the increased mobility heightens
the effect.

Type 4 (SAM) - SAM 4 is essentially the same as the type 3. but has
a body shell fabricated from a high density re-inforced
plastic material. The result of this change will be
to increase the rated working depth to a level even
greater than the original JIM systems as well as
virtually eliminate the troublesome post dive mainte-
nance. Because of the materiels used in the JIM series,
corrosion has always been a serious potential problem.
Avoidance of this problem has entailed rigid specifi-

r cations on coating materials and applications as well
as a routine post dive inspection of virtually every

Vi square inch of the suit surface. The nou-metallic
type 4 will not require the same rigorous post dive

z procedures,

WASP - The WASP is a new-comer to the ADS Service line and essentially
comprises a standard ADS upper body and vision dome system with
a tubular lower body. T e unit is fitted with rotateable
thrusters and "flys" in a manner similar to the most maneouvreable
of the current crop of small manined submersibles. The unit is
fitted with the type 3 SAM arms and manipulators. Since WASP is
not as widely known as "JIM", it may be appropriate to discuss
the design and working concept in some detail.

L The WASP unit may be viewed as a hybird between a very small
submersible and the standard ADS articulated system. WASP is designed
to work at depths up to 2,000 feet and receives power for its thrusters
through a small diameter surface umbilical. A unique feature is the
on-board battery system which acts as a buffer to allow spurts of full

,: Ipower that the umbilical would not be capable of supplying. In addition,
the battery system acts as a safety device in that it provides for s•lf-
contained operation for nearly one hour, should the umbilical be

Li severed. The umbilical can be detached from inside the WASP and the
operator can surface using thruster power, or make a buoyant ascent by
jettisoning ballast.

The WASP unit can alter buoyancy and altitude and is able tu
assume virtually any position by use of the rotating thrusters. Since
the operator has his arms occupied during work tasks, the unit is
designed to be controlled by foot pedal motions similar to those used
in driving a motor vehicle.

WASP was designed by Graham Hawke, an engineer who worked
extensively with the JIM systems.

,i S
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The internal instrumentation monitoring, and life support
systems are similar for all the ADS series and basically comprise:

a. Life support

b. Communications

c. Monitoring

d. Emergency systems

The life support systems used in the ADS series are passive,
*lung powered units. The operator simply breathes through an oral-nasal

mask which is ducted to a set Of C02 absorbent cannisters mounted in
the back of the body shell. Make-up 02 is stored in 3000 'PSI cylindersI
outside the suit and meter oxygen through a mechanical dome-load
regulator. When the internal pressure falls inside the suit due to
the operator metabolizing the oxygen, the sealed portion of the regula-
tor expand& and adds 02 to bring the cabin pressure back to one
atmosphere.IFThe life support system is so simple as to appear almost primitive.
In this era of solid state electronic control uvits aktd fuel cell s(&n-
sors, and a vast array of shelf-available life support gear, the simpli-
city of the life support system uszd in the ADS causes some eyebrows to
be raised. We have designed and built life support gear for use in the

ADS, that fully represents state-of-the-art systems. We are reluctantl'l

convinced us beyond a doubt that the same degree of reliability that we
currently have, can be achieved. Use of an electronically controlled
system would eliminate the annoyance of the oral-nasal mask, but would
introduce a host of failure-potential component-s.

Communications are handled with a dual system. Primary commnuiica-
tion is accomplished by a hard wire system running down the tether wire.
This is the same simple, rugged system used by surface supplied ambient
pressure all over the worl.d. Back-up is provided by a self-contained

wireless communication system that can be utilized, should the tether

Internal instrumentation is also simple: direct readouts are
provided for internal cabin pressure relative to one atmosphere, depth
in feet of sea water externally, cabin temperature and partial pressure

C of 02. Secondary readings indicate life support 02 pressure, elapsed
time, external battery condition, and the operator is provided with a
hand light to inspect all internal assemblies in dark water.I The emergency systems for the ADS are comprised partially of
hardware and partially of procedural concept.



On te hrdwae sdethe ADS is fitted with outside weights10
that can be separated and dropped allowing the ADS to make a buoyant
ascent. Should tether umbilical entanglement preclude ascent, the
umbilical may be detached from inside the suit, as previously men-
tioned, the ADS is fitted with a back-up wireless communication
system that allows bottom surface communications should the umbilical
be severed.

Other safety considerations include a pressure operated strobe
light that begins flashing when the ADS is within a few feet of the
surface. This ensures rapid loc~ation should a buoyant ascent be made.

Also supplied is a pinger that would allow quick location should

The best single safety device is procedural. It is simply the
opeatotspolicy not to allow use of the ADS beyond on-site ambient

pressure diving capability, unless a second ADS and operator is on
site, ready for immediate deployment should it be required.

While on the topic of safety, some mention should be made of
the fail-aafe characteristics of the ADS joints. Perhaps the most
common question asked about the ADS is "what would happen if it leaks?"
Laymen and even some who should know better, picture such catastrophic
possibilities as the operator being cut to pieces by high pressure
sprays of water or having the suit fill up completely in the twinkling
of an eye!

Because of the nature of the joints employed,, the joint seals
Lhave a two-fold purpose. They keep the water out of the suit and

retain a captured fluid that acts as a support bearing. Should a seal
leak, the bearing will be lost and the joint will be forced together
by the outside water pressure. This will immnobilize or "freeze" that
particular joint, but will at the same time, prevent the entry of any
water.

Other life support and emergency devices have been under devg'4op-
ment and testing and will be fitted to the ADS units as they reach a

plateau of reliability from testing. This would include such things

umbilical, that can be plugged into a trapped ADS on the bottom.
Another useful device would be a simple means of active heating for
the diver in an emergency situation.

Emergency Situations

An example of a Lypical emergency situation with the ADS
occurred this year in the North Sea. After a routine inspection dive
in approximately 500 feet of water, the ADS was being recovered on-

IL board the support, when the tether umbilical became mechanically
severed. The ADS plunged back to the sea floor and a few seconds
later, the operator came on the wireless communication unit andI' laconically reported that lie "was on the bottom and awaiting instruc-
tions". The aupport vessel was hurriedly moved clear and stood by
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ready to pick him up. Upon being informed that the vessel was clear,
the ADS operator dropped his weights and ascended to the surface,
where he floated, strobe light flashing, until he was secured to a
new load line and taken aboard. At no time did either the ADS
operator or the surface crew feel that they were in the middle of a
dire emergency.

The best illustration of the inherent safety of the ADS unit
lies in what measures were not required but could have been taken had
they been required. If the decision had been made not to ascend by
dropping weights, a weighted shot line with a "fire-fly" strobe light
could have been lowered to the location indicated by the pinger

receiver. The ADS operator could have locked his manipulators onto
this recovery line and because the whole unit only waighs 40 odd
pounds in the water, he could be pulled up by hand if necessary.

Failing this, the second ADS would have been deployed carrying a short
snap line and the two ADS' raised together. The shirt-sleeve environ-
ment and the long life support capability changes in emergency diving
situations from the "knee-jerk" reflexes required in ambient presaure
diving to a situation that can be examined for the most simple, logi-
cal solution, with a number of alternatives to be chosen from.

To Conclude

It is Iuy per3onal conviction that the atmospheric diving system
is here to stay. Although it provides only one of a number of alter-
natives to ambie-at pressure diving in its particular capability
envelope, it's a good alternative. Unless a major technological break-
through in ambient pressure diving occurs, such as Dr. J. Kylstra's
liquid breathing experiments becoming a functional reality, you can
plan to see and hear a lot more about the ADS in the future. I have
been associated with deep ambient pressure diving virtually all of my
adult life and it is a particular thrill to me to watch the ADS
operator climb out of the suit after a 1000-foot, six-hour bottom
time dive. Standing on the deck with a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and discussing the dive is a most refreshing alternate to eight days
of saturation decomprebsion.

L
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TAURUS SUBMERSIBLEI' By
Mr. R. Oldaker

President
9• HYCO Subsea Ltd.

ABSTRACT

SGeneral acceptance of submersibles as useful industry tools has
led to the development of the New Generation Submersible (NGS). One

X such NGS is described. It his all the inspection and manipulator
abilities of earlier veasels with the added capability of diver lock-out,
transfer under pressure and dry transfer into one-atmosphare subsea
chambers. The NGS measures 34 ft. length, 13 ft beam, 12 ft. height andS~weighs 53,000 lbs. Payload is in excess of 2 tons and depth rating is

to 1100 ft. This submersible was launched on 7 February, 1977 and
z after sea trials is pLanned to be exhibited at the OTC before entering

service in the Gulf of Mexico.

INTRODUCTION

The pressure on offshore petroleum operators to extend production
Sinto deeper water has necessitated the introduction of equipment and

techniques that would not have found a place in the industry ten years
ago. This trend towards what some engineers may still think of as'space
technology' will likely continue as exploration and production areas
push out to the edges of the continental shelves and beyond into the
steeply descen ".ng continental slope. Ways that have proved sufficient
in previous years will be superseded by more complex systems but there
is no reason to believe that the new methods will be any loss reliable
than the old nor that they will not also, in due course, bacme stan-
dard procedures.

A typical example of this evolutionary process is to be found in
A. the underwater service industry. For more than a hundred years the

needs of engineers have been met by various versions of the hard hat
diver. Tht introduction of self-contained underwater breathing apparatus
(SCUBA) towards the end of World War II freed the diver of his cumbeisome
and often dangerous umbilical gas supply hoses but did little to improve
his mobility over long distances or his capability to work in greatIt depths.

Only in the last ten years has there appeared a significant
Improvement in this field, due to the int:roduction of the commercial
submersible, a small vessel similar to tha military submarine but with-
out the ability to charge its own batteries. The removel of the diesel

L.
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engine charging and propulsion systems found on submarines have
allowed submersibles to achieve great economies in size and weight
albeit at the expense of autonomy. These savings are translated
into reduced crews and operating costs together with enhanced
rsanoeuverability and depth capacity. Windows have been added and
mechanical arms supplied to carry out simple tasks. For the first
time, customers and engineers untrained in diving methods could be
carried to the seabed to inspect problem areas and work in progress.
Television recording systems proved particularly suitable for use
with these vehicles so that even when a customer is unwilling to ride
in the submersible, rapid and factual information is made available
to him of conditions in areas hitherto considered the private domain
of the trained diver. That this new device did not initially receive
the wholehearted support of the diving operators is hardly surprising.
This prejudice, coupled with a not unnatural industry inertia towards
accepting new methods, has been a major factor in hampering the
development of the commercial submersible service industry, however
it must also be stated that a few of the very early examples of this
new technology fell far short of the target in both safety and relia-
bility aspects as well as in the areas of payloai and versatility.
Most of the first generation submersibles, however, have performed
well and are playing an important role in deepwater construction
projects, particularly in the area of pipeline and marine platform
inspection in the North Sea, to the extent that it is presently esti-
mated that there are more than a dozen of these vessels available in
this area alone.

Based on the acceptance by the p-troleum industry of the use-
fulneas of this tool, submersible engineers have been sufficiently I
encouraged to return to the drawing boardi and produce new designs
with the prime objective of servl-ag th. Affshore industry - the result
a new generation of submersibles (NGS). The first of this type has
recently been launched and is the subject of this paper. By the time
of the 1977 OTC it will have completed sea trials enabling this author
to present some film documentation. It is also planned to have this
NGS available for inspection close to the conference rooms in the
Astrohall. I

The NGS has been designed with a view to expanding the range of
work that can be undertaken by a single unit. This is important
because increased versatility is reflected in enhanced utilization
which in turn may be passee on to the customer as a reduction in day
rates. Nothing is more expensive to hire than a very specialized
machine that spends most of its time idle. For this reason, it has
been made capable of diver support and dry transfer as well as the
more traditional tasks of inspection and manipulation. These capa-
bilitits will be addressed in the following separate sections.
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1 GENERAL SERVICE CONSIDERATIONS
Addressing the traditional role of the submersible first, it

S~has become apparent that, whereas great depth capability has not

proved as important as was first thought, payload and endurance are
• • of definite significance. For this reason, the depth capability of

the first NGS has been limited to 1100 ft. which leave a comfortable
S| margin for future work in support of offshore construction projects.

However, the basic design would be suitable for depths up to 2000 ft.
if the pressure hulls were to be fabricated fivi high tensile steels.
(HYlOO/HY80 or similar). The pressure hulls for the prototype are of
A516 Grade 7 material (ASTM carbon steel) and include a command
chamber having a cylindrical length of 80 inches, and a diameter of
72 inches. The cylinder is internally ring stiffened and closed with

V hemispherical ends. At the forward end, a 36 inch aperture acrylic
view window is employed giving a greatly improved visibility over the
traditional multiple ports of a smaller diameter. Large acrylic view
windows have become standard in most new designs of submersibles due
to the pioneer work done on this subject by engineers of the U.S.N.
Undersea Center, San Diego. The command chamber is accessed by a
24 ii•ch I.D. conning tower (removable for air transportation) which
is fitted with 5 inch diameter viewports to allow an all-round view
while surfaced. The conning tower is of sufficient height to prevent
ingress of small waves in the event that it should be necessary to
open the hatch while running awash.

The increased space afforded by the large command chamber of
the NGS allows the installation of more control and navigation equip-
ment than in the past, this includes a full size gyro-compass, auto-
pilot equipment, pinger-receiver, search-sonar, underwater telephone
system and illuminated circuit display panels indicating the mode of

* operation of subsystems such as ballast pumping and blowing equipment.
The rema!ning space can be utilized for mission related equipment such
as video-tape recording machines, side scan sonar recorders and under-
water navigation position plotters. Space not occupied by equipment
is available for crew accommodation which is such in the NGS that two
crews can be carried. This is important because in the earlier designs
the most common reason for breaking off from working is crew fatigue.
Where a relief crew can be accommodated, the wasteful process of
return to surface and rciovery on board the support ship, every 8 hours,
is avoided.

Endurance achieved by a relief crew must be matched by increased
* battery capacity so that trips to the surface for battery chargina. are

also minimized. The NGS is fitted with quick change battery packs
having a total capacity of 1000 ampere hours at 120 volts (8 hour rate).
The lead acid cells are enclosed in g.r.p. battery boxes which are
oil-filled and pressure compensated. A fork lift arrangement is sup-
plied which is clamped to the side of the submersible to facilitate

. removal of discharged batteries and their replacement with freshly
charged packs. This changeout system is expected to significantly re-
duce turn-around time at the surface.

S1
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Manoeuvrability and propulsion power are important in sub-
mersible oper'.tions but unti) recently, most submers!blis have been
limited to one or two propellors. 'he NGS is fitted with a total of
5 thrusters, each of 5 h.p. The thrusters are fitted with "Kort"
type nozzles and have stepless speed control from full ahead, through
stop, to full astern. Two are situated at the stern and can be rota-
ted in a horizontal plane from port through center to starboard
(1800). Two are situated on the sides (one port and one starboard)
and can be trained in a vertical plane from vertically lip through
astern to vertically down (1800). One bow thruster is also provided.
This is mounted on the foredeck and can be rotated 3600 in a hori-
zontal plane. The combined thrust with all motors operating in the
same direction exceeds 1,000 lbs.

The payload of conventional submersibles has often fallen
short of expectations to the extent that, in some des:-gns, very :1
little more than the weight of the crew can be supported. With the 4
requirement to conduct more complex missions at the seabed, thereIs an increased demand for carrying capacity. The NGS has a payload

in excess of 4,000 lbs. with a full compliment of batteries. This
has been achieved without the use of syntactic foam. Additional
payload on short duration dives can readily be achieved by removal
of some of the battery packs.

The frame of the NGS is constructed from aluminum tubes. The
tubes are closed and pressure resistant beyoud the depth rating of
the submersible. It has been calculated that the frame is almost
neutrally buoyant in sea water. The frame has a single point lifting-
eye located aft of the conning tower. The lower frame iL. connected
to two aluminum skids through torsion type shock absorbers which
have been designed to absorb accelerations up to 2g without damaging
the submersible. Rubber fenders are used on the extremities of the
NGS to reduce the possibility of damage if handled roughly during
launch and recovery. The fenders are attached to supports in such a
way that collapse is progressive, in order to preserve the integrity
of the pressure hulls.

Avoidance of snagging on objects and ropes ýs vital to the
safety of submersibles which are likuly to be working on construction
sites. Experience has shown that a great deal of junk may be expec-
ted in these areas. Ropes are prrticularly dangerous since they may

be drawn into propellors and wo,,nd up to such an extent that unwinding
is impossible. The almost universal use nowadays of synthetic cordage
has increesed this problem as these materials do not rot and are
frequently buoyant so that such ropes remain for years and stand
upright in the path of the submersible. A few of the conventional
submersible designs are propelled by motors located inside the pressure

fI,
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hull so the propellor shafts must be of substantial strength and pass
through the hull in a gland seal. In this case, little can be done
by the crew to release the fouled propellor. The NGS has been arranged
so that every thruster can be ejected, allowing the submersible to swim
free. This is possible because the thruster motors are located exter-
nally. Each motor, support is held by a split clamp which can be
opened by a hydraulic ram. When this is done, the thrusterc drops away.
The power cable to the thruster is guillotined by the first inch of
movement of the ram as it opens the support clamp. The claws at the
ends of the manipulators can be jettisoned in a similar manner in case
they are trapped. Great care has been taken to enclose all projecting
machinery inside free-flooding g.r.p. fairings to prevent snagging as
well as to reduce turbulence while moving through the water.

In case of unscheduled delays in surfacing the NGS carries
sufficient oxygen and carbon-dioxide absorbent to allow up to 500 man-
hours of life support (i.e. with two Lien on board, more than 10 days).
Emergency breathing gear is also supplied In the form of self-contained
re-breathers.

Since rapid response to call out is usually important to the
customer and because keeping submersibles on standby can be an expen-
sive business, a submersible should be air transportable. When con-
sidering the limitations that, this will place on the design, a type
of aircraft that is available to commercial clients must be chosen.
Thus, whereas a C-5A may be used to fly a Navy D.S.R.V. this would be
unlikely to be available to the offshore oilman. For this reason,
the NGS, despite its large size, has been designed to be transpo~rtable
in a C-130 ("Hercules"). This airplane is readily available worldwide
and has a short landing and take-off capability on smaller airstripis.
In order to allow this, the conning tower and side thrusters are
removable reducing both the beam and height to 8'-6". Similarly, the
weight for air transport can be reduced from the stindard 53,000 lbs.
to 45,000 lbs.

DIVER LOCKOUT

The ability of some first generation submersibles to lockout
divers has been demonstrated but, in the opinion of the author, this
capacity has been somewhat marginal in terms of diver heating and gas

supply.

The quantity of breathing mixture consumed by divers is pro-i~ ;4portional to both exertion and depth but the latter variable is by far
the most significant factor. Thus, the quantity of gas consumied byV ~ one diver at 200 metres (660 ft.) would be sufficient for 20 divers,
carrying out the same tasks, at 10 metres (33 ft.) or, putting it
another way, for a given quantity of gas a diver working at 200
metres can stay under pressure for one twentieth of the time that he

could work at 10 metres. It can be seen therefore, that very large
gas storage is required for deep diving. The NGS has a gas storage
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capacity of 12,000 standard cubic ft. This is contained in thice
48 inch diameter spheres housed in the tail of the submersible. The
spheres are constructed from HY100 steel and are rated at a maximum
working pressure of 2100 psi.

dphDiver heating problems become more severe with increase of
dphdue to the high heat conductivity of the helium employed in

deep diving gas mixtures. Heated diving suits become a "Mut"fU~ and
* these consume much electrical power which in the case of a free

swimming submersible can only be supplied from batteries. Some
recent improvements in electrically heated suits show promise ofI
reducing power consumption but, due to some unfortunate incidents
where malfunction has caused the diver to be locally excessively
heated (!) these units have not received universal acceptance. Con-
sequently, the hot water heate~d diving suit is most popular but is
very wasteful of energy. The only solution at present is large
battery capacity and the 120 KW hours available from the NGS bat-
teries is a significant step in the right direction.

In general, the use of a submersible as a diver transportH vehicle has many advantages over the diving bell. Divers, pilots and
customer representatives can travel in comfort together to the work
site where an unhurried reconnaisance of the wcrk can take place.I
All coucerned can discuss the requirements of the task, viewing the
job from many angles and consulting with persons on the surface by
means of the sonar telephone system. Preliminary work to prepare
the site for the divers may be possible using the submere~.ble'sI
manipulators (clearing debris etc.) All this can be done without
pressurizing the divers. When it is apparent that only divers can
achieve the next stage of the work, these men can enter the lock-
out chamber and pressure-up to exit the vehicle. The lockout chamber
(or transfer sphere) of the !NCS is accessed from the command chamber
by a 27 inch diameter hatch which incorporates a 5 inch diameter
viewport. The chamber itself is an 84 inch diameter sphere and isI
fitted with two lower hatches. The inner (uppermost) hatch is allip-
tical with a 35.5 incn minor and 38 inch major axis. This hatch is
arranged to contain internal pressurs during transfer tunder pressure
(T.U.P.) operations. The outer hatch is circular, with a 38 inch

diameter opening. This hatch will withstand external pressure and
is fitted w'.th a downward looking 2 inch diameter viewport.

When the divers are ready to exit the chamber, the submersible
lowers an anchor weight and ballasts up off the bottom to affordI

L maximum head room for the divers to move out. Subsequent work can
be viewed by the customers, pilots and the diving supervisor by means
of the 36 inch diameter forward view window. Assistance with heavy

work can be rendered using the submersible's manipulator arms.

After the dive, the divers re-enter the lockout chamber
closing both hatches and are carried to the surface under pressure
to be either transferred under pressure into deck decompression
chambers (DDCs) or alternatively decompressed in the lockout chamber4



I, itself. In order to facilitate connection to DDCs, the NGS is fitted
with a lower skirt, furthermore the suspension system of the support
skids is supplied with a hydraulic ram which can compress the suspen-
sion so as to cause the NGS to "squat" downwards approximately three
inches to close the gap between the skirt and the trunkway into the
DDCs.

DRY TRANSFER INTO ONE ATMOSPHERE SUBSEA CHAMBERS

SThe most novel function of the NGS is its ability to travel

to the seabed and "dock" on top of subsea chambers (SSCs) in order
to effect dry transfer of workmen between the submersible and the
chambers. This is a one atmosphere and "shirt sleeve" operation by
which it is meant that the personnel involved are at no time subjec-
ted to pressures in excess of one atmosphere absolute (i.e. normal
sea level pressure) nor are they required to wear other than normal
work clothing. The NGS "docking" procedure has some similarity to
that used in space during the "Apollo" program and proceeds as
follows.

The NGS pilots and oilfield workers enter the submersibleS~while it is on the deck of the surface support ship (SSS) which is

cruising in the general area of the target SSC. The position of
the chamber has been established approximately by reference to sur-
face navigation systems (satellite or other) and possibly confimed
by interrogation of a transponder located on the SSC or by sidescan
sonar. After closing all hatches and carrying out pre-dive checks
the NGS is launched down an inclined -amp, travelling down on its
launch cradle until lifted clear by iLs own buoyancy. During the
launch the captain of the SSS sets a course to best reduce shipmovement that could hamper launching. This course is typically

parallel to the wave ftints to reduce pitching motion. It should
be noted that at no time is it necessary to anchor the SSS (as in
similar McCann Bell type operations) because there are no cables or
umbilicals attached between the SSS, the submersible or the SSC.
This is a significant advantage in deep water or where subsea eq,,ip-
ment such as flow lines can be fouled by anchors.

After floating off its cradle the NGS is taken in tow by the
SSS through a recovery line which remains attached at this time and
is connected to the recovery winch on the SSS. The SSS can theni. ensure the NGS is positioned close to the subsea chamber at which
point a swimmer, supported by a rubber diver's boat, enters the water
and disconnects the recovery line. The NGS is now free to dive.

Diving is achieved by venting air from the soft tanks and the
NGS descends to near the seabed observing the approach of the latter
on a downward looking sonar and checking the depth hauge. When the

Si
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bottom is seen to be clear the submersible sits gently down and
scans the "horizon" with the search sonar until the reflectian of
the SSC is noted. The SSC reflection is displayed on a CRT giving
range and bearing. The heading of the NGS is then set to close
on the SSC and the thrusters are started to approach the target.

On arriving within visual range of the SSC the submersible
rises to land the forward part of its skids on a small circular lan-
ding pad surrounding the docking ring of the SSC. By ball.asting
slightly heavy and moving slowly forward, the NGS slides over the
landing pad with the projecting docking ring between the skids. •n-
ward movement continues until a centrally located "stop" contacts
the edge of the docking ring. At this point the NGS is centered
correctly over the docking ring, being constrained on three sides by
the two skids and the "stop". Visual observation of the latter stages
of the approach can be made by means of a view port installed at an
aft facing angle in the rear of the command chamber as well as
through the view port placed in the center of the external hatch of
the transfer chamber.

Having thus centered the NGS over the docking ring of the
SSC the pilot starts dewatering pumps with suctions located in the
docking skirt of the submersible and causes the NGS to "squat" down
onto the docking ring by activating the hydraulic ram whir'- compres-
sea the suspension system of the skids.

A primary lip seal on the edge of the docking skirt draws the
secondary seal rapidly down onto the docking ring because of the
suction created by the dewatering pumps. Subsequent pumping further
reduces the pressure between the NGS and the SSC until, when one
atmosphere pressure is reached the outer hatch of the NGS "pops" due
to equalization of pressures. Further pumping removes the remaining
water trapped in the skirt area until men can stand on top of the SSC
to open a hatch Lor access into the chamber.

'. fore opening the hatch into the SSC, samples are taken of
the atmosphere in the SSC to check for hydrocarbons or other hazar-
dous situations. When it is known that it is safe to enter the SSC
the workmen first close the hatch between the transfer chamber and
the command chamber. Next they don breathing gear and inert their
atmosphere with a Freon based fire extinguishing gas after which the
SSC hatch may be opened. Prior to entering the SSC additional
inerting gas is fired into the SSC after which the workmen may de-
scend to carry out their tasks.

It
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On the return journey the workmen climb back into the trans-
fer chamber closing hatches on the top of the SSC and the bottom of
the NGS. The pilots then open valves to flood the skirt area and
equalize pressures. This process can be speeded by injecting com-
pressed air from the submersible's ballast system. When the pressure
inside the skirt is equal to the ambient sea pressure the NSG rises
off the landing pad and returns to the surface for recovery.

The NGS is recovered on board the SSS by reversing the launching
process. The submersible is taken in tow and winched into the sub-
merged cradle at the end of the ramp. NGS and cradle move together
up the ramp to deck level. Elapsed time from landing on the cradle to
recovery on deck is approximately one minute.
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COMMERCIAL DIVER TRAININGA

By

Mr. R. Landry
Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technol,2U

King Campusj

INTRODUCTION

It was as a consequence of the growing interest in the sea, its
ecology and its resources, that Seneca College investigated the need
for an intensive course to train industrial diving techniques. In

advisory committee of professionals and experts from industry and
government was assembled to guide the development of the program and
to oversee its various aspects. At present, Underwater Skills isa
two-semester program for commercial diving which trains students in

* the underwater skills required to work in rivers, lakes, canals, bays
and oceans.

Graduates can be employed, nationally and internationally, for
avariety of positions in marine construction, salvage and structural I

inspection. In addition, the increasing demands for oil and natural

J gas are creating jobs for divers on off-shore drilling rigs and with
* production teams developing new fields.

The first Underwater Skills class begun in September, 1973,
graduated a modest fifteen students; whereas in 1977, thirty-four
graduated. Of these, 40% were employed in the commercial diving

* industry.

What follows gives an overview as to the location of the course,
admission requirements, fees, faculty, facilities, -zurriculum and
timetable.

* LOCATION

The Underwater Skills Diver Training Centre is located at the
King Campus of Seneca College, approximately 30 miles north of Toronto,I
at King City, Ontario, Canada.

of farm land and bush with a 16-acre, 50 ft. deep spring-fed lake in

the centre.

Classes are helk. at various locations on the campus including I

a 60 ft x 30 ft enclosed diving barge on the lake, a 50,000 gallon
* ~40 ft. deep diving tank with underwater windows in Garriock Hiall, and

a rigging/mechanics shop with three welding and burning tanks.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The general admissions requirement is successful completion of
Grade 12 (Ontario Secondary School Graduation Diploma with 27 credits)
or its equivalent.

Applicants who are 19 years of age or older and who do not
have Ontario Grade 12 or its equivalent may be admitted directly into
the course after pre-admission testing and enrol in academic upgrading
of which the subject matter will be determined on an individual basis.

Inaddition, a candidate for diver training must meet the
physcaland psychological standards set down by the Underwater Skills
AdmssinsCommittee, be a certified sports S.C.U.B.A. diver, a
cometntswimmer, and successfully complete an 02 and pressure tole-
rnetest.j

FEES

The fee for the Underwater Skills program is $180.00 per
semester. This amount represents $162.50 for tuition and $17.50 for
student activity fee, but does not include the cost of textbooks,
special supplies, field trip costs, or laboratory fees of $25.00 per
semester.

FACULTYf ANiD STAFF

Each member of the Underwater Skills faculty has been specially
selected for his particular background in the diving industry. The
combined experience of these instructors includes every aspect of comn-
mercial and military diving.

CURRICULUM

The course of instruction has been carefully designed to offer
the quality of training required for employment in the professional
diving field. To this end, classes are kept small (maximum of 20) and
emphasis is placed on rigid safety standards and applied expertise to
tion technicians. Each work project is designed to train and test the
students' ability, resourcefulness and capability for practical
achievement.

The two semesters are divided Into three Modules of Instruction.
Module I runs from July through August; Module II, September through
December; and Module III, January through March. These Modules consist

presentation and 60% applied activities.

In the field, the student is subjected to all of the climatic
phases including sub-zero arctic-type environments and ice conditions.
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Field excursions are conducted ý.:egularly to various marine
construction locations in the Great Lakes area to offer students
actual on--site training and experience.

Students are assessed and graded on both underwater and top-

side performance throughout the course. A grade of at least 80% in
each subject is required for graduation. Habitual failure to com-
prehend orders, non-compliance with College regulations, panic,
displays of temper or conduct impairing the safety of others are
grounds for dismissal.

Physical fitness is emphasized and students must achieve a
fitness level acceptable to international standards.

* CURRICULUM TABLE OF CONTENTS

Module I (8 weeks) Hrs/Wk Hrs/Wk Hrs/Wk
Lecture Practical Total

DVT 111 Diving Theory 8 0 8

APD ill Applied Diving 0 17 17

F -, ASR Il1 Applied Seamaxiahip and
Rigging 5 5 10

13 22 35

Module I1 (14 weeks)

CDT 121 Construction Diving Techniques 5 0 5

* APMN 121 Applied Mechanics and
Navigation 6 5 11

APD 122 Applied Diving 0 15 15

,il20 Report Writing 4 0 4

* 15 20 35

Module Ill (10 weeks)

ODT 131 Offshore Diving Techniques 5 0 5

* DVS 131 Diving Systems 5 0 5

APD 133 Applied Diving 0 20 20

UWP 131 Applied U/W Photography 2 3 5

, 12 23 35

- ow
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FIELD TRIPSj

Field trips an a regular arnd integral part of the curriculu-m.

Numerous job sites are visited with the aid of a 22 ft trailablelanding craft. Teams of students are exposed to actual field con-
ditions and have the opportunity to inspect and observe construction

projects and techniques previously discussed in class. Seamanshipand navigation are put to the practical test aboard a 50 ft. tug.
CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

Diving Theory III

Ii To offer the student comprehensive instruction in diving physics,
physiology, diving hazards, safety procedures, decompression and treat-
ment table development and usage and the safe operation of hyperbaric
chambers.

To emphasize the impor~tance of group effort and co-operation.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe underwater
operations and a respect for regulations and procedures.

Applied Diving III

To offer the student comprehensive practical and theoretical
training in the care and use of various types of commercial diving
equipment (masks, helmets, etc.) and to acquaint, him With operational
techniques used in the field. Emphasis will be placed on projects
conducted in simulators and in actual field conditions.

To emphasize the importance of group effort and co-operation
and to develop leadership.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe underwater
operations and to acquire a respe,,ct for regulations and procedures.
To develop safe operational procedures for tenders, divers and super-
visors and to emphasize a diver's limitations in various jobs while
Acquiring self-confidence.

Applied Se~amanship and Rigging III

To offer the student practical training in seamanship and Ltop-
side rigging both for the marine industry and for small boat handling,
care and maintenance.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe operation
of various vessels and a respect for regulations and procedures at sea.

To learn the personnel responsibilities and the use of safety
equipment as presented by the Construction Safety Association of Ontario.

t__I
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Construction Diving Techniques 121

To examine marine structures both on and off shore with emphasis
on the design and application of building materials for pipelines,
pile structures, piers, bridges and dams. Also included will be the
principles, designs and installations of the various types of oil
exploration and production systems and related structures.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe operation
of various construction projects and a respect for regulations and 1
Applied Diving 122

To offer the student practical training in the care and use of
various types of commercial diving equipment and to acquaint him with
the operational techniques used in the field. Emphasis will be placed
on projects conducted in simulators and in actual field conditions.

3 ~To emphasize the importance of group effoz t and co-operation
and to develop leadership.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe underwater
operations and a respect for regulations and procedures. To develop
safe operational procedures for tenders, divers and supervisors, and

3 to emphasize a diver's limitations under various conditions while

acquiring self-c~onf idence. I
LH 12 Reprt Witin

To learn how to write to get the idea across. To this end, the
Q 3 student will concentrate on four activities.

separating idea development from the actual writing (i.e. the
mechanical process from the creative processo

-analyzing each writing task in terms of its components. No

3; ~matter how complicated, all technical writing assignments

7 juggling the component parts of the Three-part Summary, the
Process Description, and the Abstract to meet the specific

1' objectives of report assignments.

-learning the basic formats in which the bulk of technical
information is presented.

Applied Mechanics and Navigation 121

To learn how to use underwater tools and related systems found
* in the marine industry. Emphasis will be placed on the theory and

application of submarine cutting, explosives, salvage techniques and
tools. To learn coastal piloting and basic navigation.
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To develop the personal discipline required for safe operations

of various marine construction equipmen~t and a respect for regulations

Diving Systems 131

To familiarize the student with advanced diving principles and
techniques including those used in mixed gas diving, and saturation
and sub-saturation theories. Included in this subject will be familiari-
zation with underwater electronics equipment, covering pinger locators,
side-scan sonar, diver communications, closed circuit video and magne-
tometers.

To offer practical training in the care and use of various types
of commercial diving equipment and to acquaint him with operational
techniques used in the field. Emphasis will be placed on projects con-

ducted in simulators and in actual field conditions.I
To emphasize the importance of grotp!- effort and co-operation and

to develop leadership.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe underwater
operations and a respect for regulations and procedures. To develop
safe operational procedures for tenders, divers and supervisors, and to
emphasize a diver's limitations under various conditions while acquiring
self-confidence.

Applied Underwater Photography 131

To learn the basics of camera design, operation and maintenance,
identification and use of various films, basic dark room techniquea,
environmental conditions, various 1 ig~ting techniques, underwater equip-
ment and enclosures.

To develop the techniques required to produce acceptable black
and white photographs for the purpose of reporting various underwater
conditions and structures related to industrial diving.

Applied Diving 133

To offer the student practical training in the care and une ofi-
various types of commercial diving equipment and to acquaint him with
the operational techniques used in the field. Emphasis will be placed
on projects conducted in simulators and in actual field conditions.

To emphasize the importance of group effn~rt and co-operation
and to develop leadership development.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe underwater
operations and a respect for regulatioiis and procedures. To develop
safe operational procedures for tenders, divers, and siupervisors and
to emphasize a diver's limitations unde-e various conditions while
acquiring self-confidence.
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Off-Shore Diving Techniques 131

To examine the of f-shore diving techniques and procedures used
in the petroleum industry. Emphasis will be on the diver's role in
support of exploration, production, and maintenance of the various sys-
tems related to this industry. To become familiar with the design and
operation of the various structures required for off-shore petroleum
exploration.

To develop the personal discipline required for safe operations
in the off-shore petroleum industry.

TRAININIG FACILITIES

* ~The facilities have been designed for safe diver training wh.ile
allowing maximum experience underwater. Seneca students have gained
construction know-how in that they have helped to build many of the
facilities presently in use.

Indoor Training Facility (Garriock Hall)

The 50,000 gallon, 40 ft. deep, indoor training tank offers the
student maximum safety while gaining familiarity with commercial diving
equipment and techniques. This 40 ft. long concrete pool facilitates
underwater viewing through a 4 ft. x 3 ft. glass window.

* Optimum water conditions are maintained to allow the student
maximum visibility while gaining initial experience with diving equip-
ment and tool packages, and fundamental knowledge of urderwater tasks
prior to the actual site conditions.

On the deck, there is a 54-inch diameter, double-lock hyper-
* baric chamber where students gain "hands-ort" experience in the chamber

techniques required for surface decompression and the treatment of
diving accidenits.

Lectures are carried out in well-lit, comfortable classrooms
* nearby.

RigigShop Welding andBurning Facility

A fully equipped shop is located near Garriock Hall. In this
facility students learn maintenance and repair procedures required
for the various diving gear, compressors, generators, winches, and gas

* and diesel engines used in support of the course.

Adjacent to the rigging shop are three 18 ft. deep enclosed
[steel tanks. Students practice the techniques required for underwater

electric burning and welding in a controlled environment. Instructors
maintain a watchful eye through the variouca large glass ports located
around the tanks.
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The Diving Barge (Lake Seneca)

The 60 ft. x 30 ft. steel-hulled, catamaran-type barge can be

ruoored at several locations thus duplicating the greatest number of
typical on-the-job environment~s and tasks. It is designed for year-
round operations with heated classroom, moon-pool., and indoor shop

facilities. A 50 kw. generator supplies electrical power to the

100 CFM air-supply system, the lighting system, and for other systems

The open deck facilitates large projects, and two independent
boom systems lower divers and equipment to the sites. The integrated
HeO2 console and gas storage area allows practical training in surface-

supplied deep diving tecth.iques.

On the barge, students learr.4

1) open-water use of commercial diving equipment

2) underwater burning

3) how to use underwater power tools

4) valve, pipe, and fitting projects

5) salvage techniques

6) top-side and underwater rigging

7) concrete construction techniques

8) underwater photography and the use of video systems

9) how to wo:,,k in turb' I water and under ice.

4CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Upon successful completion of the Underwater Skills course,
graduates can be employed as trainee divers and tenders in both the
off-shore oil and marine construction industry. A background in sea-
manship and rigging qualifies graduates for placement with the various
surface support teams.

Graduates have the opportunity to travel in the marine industry.

Oil exploration and production requiring diving technicians is world-r wide. Employment can be found in the North Sea, High Arctic, Persian
Gulf or South Pacific. The coastal and Great Lakes regions of Canada
of fer placement for graduates working in the marine construction indus-
try. Divers are required to install and maintain various underwater
marine structures and puipelines. Diving companies operating in Lake
Erie area employ graduates in support of natural gas exploration and

production.

----------- '.--.-.- .'..
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PLACEMENT STATISTICS

The majority of Underwater Skills graduates have been success-
ful in attaining related employment in both the domestic and international
marine industry. The following statistics represent place-mei~t for 1976-
1977. Also included is a partial list of present employers.

No. of Total Available Related Further Salary
Graduates for Work Work Education Other Range

1976 20 P7 17 2 1 $10/16,000

1977 34 29 23 8 3 $12/13,000

Can-Dive Services
North Sea Services
B.I.X. International
"Universal Enterprises
Canada Gunite
Alfonso Diving Services, St. John'e (Newfr'-Iland)
Great Lakes Marine Services
Turzillc Contracting
Underwater Gas Development
Sub-Sea International
Underwater Exploration

* Young and Forbes
Oceaneering International
Master Diving Services
Ocean Systems
Deep Diving Systems
Leo Geiswinkler Diving Services

OTHER MARINE COURSES OFFERED AT SENECA

The Finch Campus of Seneca College offers two day diploma programs
related to the marine industry. Resources Engineering Technology Marine
elective qualifies graduates in engineering involved in ocean and lake
surveying, shoreline engineering, off-shore resource location and
recovery, water supply structures, power plants design and measurement
and control of polution in bodies of water.

This course in,'udes most of the subjects included in the
Resources Engineering 'echnology with the addition of subjects in
oceanography, marine sL veying and marine engineering.

The elective subjects cover such topics as hydrographic sur-
veying, sounding, underwater sampling techniques, currents, shorelines,
waves, erosion and deposition of material, special construction prob-
lems and design requirements.

I
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Both practical and theoretical subjects are inlddin theI
curriculum enabling the graduates to become immediately valuable to
an employer and also to grow with the rapidly advancing technology
in this area. ~

The Civil Engineering Technology Marine elective course covers
most of the subjects in the civil engineering technology course ofILstudy with additional topics in the fields of oceanography, marine
surveying and marine engineering.

These will prepare the graduate to Join the engineering team
invlve indesign and construction in the growing areas of coastal[engineering, off-shore exploration, and oil production, bridge and

harbour engineering, water intake structures and power plant
construction.

The elective subjects cover such topics as hydrographic sur-
veying, sounding, underwater sampling techniques, currents1 , shore-.

H lines, waves, erosion and deposition of material, special construc-
tion problems and design requirements.I

The subject material includes both theoretical and practical
items enabling the graduate to become valuable members of the team
immediately and to progress in a growing profession.

This course is fully accredited by the Ontario Association of .Certified Engineering Technicians and Technologists (OACETT).

Both of the above courses are six semesters in duration.
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FEDERAL FUNDING OF THE CANADIAN COMMERCIAL

DIVING INDUSTRY AND STATUS OF A PROPOSED

NATIONAL UNDERWATER CENTRE

BY

Mr. L.M. Edelstein

'To digress slightly from the originally intended subject mat-
ter, my purpose is to advance my own perceptions of the current status
of industry/government co-operation, the future of that relationship
and an update of the proposed underwater centre.

Speaking to the latter point first, back in March, 1977 there

was a discussion between Don Fitzpatrick, then of the Newfoundland
Department of Industrial Development, and myself, concerning possible
ocean-related provincial endeavours. The idea of a national facility
for deep diver training, research, anC development was discussed.
Access to ice-covered, deep cold water, as well as proximity to expec-
ted Canadian offshore activity, were primary reasons for placement in

0 Newfoundland. In order to determine follow-on course of action, a
decision was made to bring together an ad hoc advisory committee from
across Canada. Meeting in St. John's, the members recommended expansion
of the idea from solely deep diving to all aspects of underwater training,

k research and development and testing. The suggestion w- a; cepted and
it was also resolved that a consultart or consultanta would be hired to
assess future domestic and global market requiremrents, technology trendh,
current underwater industry infrastructure in Canada, and regional
socio-economic assessment of locating the facility in and near St. John's.

A primary caveat In the exercise has been, and will -.ontinue to
be, recognition of existing underwater facilities now in Canada. That
is, to incorporate such bodies as the DCIEM Deep Dive Facility into
planning and utilization discussions revolving around the proposed centre.

I During a quite recent trip to Europe, two nationally funded

underwater institutes were visited: "Norwegian Underwater Institute" in

Bergen and "Underwater Training Centre" in Fort William, Scotland. Both
facilities fail to encompass all., or even most aspects of underwater
training and development. General reaction through Europe (to the
proposed Centre's aims) was quite favourable with definite indications !
that such an organization would be useful for European requirements and
could easily tie in with other bodies in the ocean sector.

7
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It is hoped to have assessment studies completed by early
summler 1978. If the decision arising from study conclusions points
to a positive requirement for an underwater centre, application for
further funding will be made to provincial and federal sources.
Overall, a time period of three years from funding requests to centre
opening has been put forward as a "neighbourhood" figure. Flexibility
is of premier importance in such a proposal as this, and so time
tables at this juncture are sketchy at best.

Although a cost-benefit relatlonship must be part of the
decision--iaking process vis-a-vis an underwater centre, two non-quanti-
fiable factors need also be considered.

First, that Canadian requirements to operate below ice cover
and in very cold and deep water could be satisfied in great measure
through the training, testing, and research programs of the centre.
Thus, reliance on non-Canadian expertise and technology would be kept
to a minimum, and would go a long way in providing overall operational
excellence in our Arctic and Labrador coast areas. The key, then, is
industrial benefit to Canada.

Second, envisaged is the acceptance of non-Canadian nationals
into the training and research programs. Where available, Canadian
equipment would be used. The objective is to expose non-Canadians to
the historically reliable, capable, and durable ocean industry products
coming from Canada. It may very well be that upon return to their home
countries, the individuals (who may in positions to recommend purchases
or have that authority themselves), would be inclined to use the same
"Canadian-manufactured hardware in their own activities.

." At present, then, the choice of consultants is being deliberated,
ani a formal advisory committee is to be formed by December.

Moving on to another discussion topic, rather than relate the
01i funding and assistance available to the private bactor (which can be

obtained from regional offices or IT&C headquarters), I feel it more
important for purposes of this forum to speak briefly about a few prob-
lembs faced by the Canadian underwater community.

Communication within the industry is far from ideal. As well,
government/industry and gove'nment/government co-ordination has been
fragmented and has functioned as a "brush fire" approach instead of
a co-operative, defined, thought-out overall plan of action. Decisions
have tended to be "knee-jerk", oftentimes not tied to any previous

HJ decisions.
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The underwater community is, I believe, hampered by the

geographic distances involved in communicating as well as lack ofI
information exchange. There is no information disseminated through
journals or newsletters, simply because no ocean industry associa-
tion or forum exists. Suggestions for formation of such a body have
come down for at least eight or nine years, but no individual or

j organization has acted to brirg together the diverse elements of the
industry sector. Ocean industry and/or undervater associations exist
in many countries - U.S., U.K., Netherlands, Norway, Germany, Japan,
France, etc. None exists in Canada. It seems strange that in a
community where individuals certainly know one another, ard hearsayI
regarding everyone's activlities runs rampant hardl corporate data,
non-confidential in nature, does not interchange from firm to firm
and person to person. Egos ride herd over the potential of the sector.
Unless someone in the private or academic sector takes the bull by the
horns and makes a serious attempt at initiating an underwater or ocean
industry association, progress will be slow and success limited to the '
largest companies with the most resources. Medium and smaller compa-
nies will remain pretty much as they are, almost fighting for their

very existence.

If the industry can speak with one voice, government will surelyU Ilisten more closely, and participation in offshore projects more likely
and more meaningful.

On the same subject of industry talking to government, theI
pattern has been almost without exception, where we in Ottawa hear only

about requests for money or situations where foreign operators may be
impinging on Canadian "full and fair participation" in ocean-related
programs. Few efforts are made to keep Ottawa abreast of industry R&D.
and of industrial participation in activities. Were this the rule
(rather than the exception), I venture to say that we could do more
to help industry through planning and anticipatory programs - not by

T reacting to crises which occurred "yesterday". I would recommend that
industry speak with Ottawa more often, even if it is only to report
that activity is uneventful. Perhaps we may know of requirements and
tenders which slipped by a company unnoticed. Certainly we should be

fl given an opportunity to function more effectively. I would say that
we "feds" in the oceans side of things are a bit different from the
average bureaucrat, and would tend to react in a manner unlike our
brethren; that is, with an eye towards getting industry input for our

0 decisions, and trying to maximize industrial benefits.

It is likewise vital for the many go~vernment bodies concerned
* with oceans affairs to interact with each other, communicate with each

other, and make honest attempts to end the duplicate efforts and cross-
Ii purposes. Committees are likely not the answer -personal contacts

and informal gatherings may be more suitable.

ij



Finally, we need to speak in a unified manner vis-a-vis "full

concpt s nt uiqu, a may, anycountries now espouse tesm
edict - either in legislation or by informal "verbalization". By
pooigthe same idea we are simply following the lead of the U.S. '

and Western Europe. We are not advocating protectionism or raising
non-tariff barriers. We are simply asking for industrial benefita

j for our industry during the extraction of our resources from our
territory. Anyone who opposes this approach is tacitly approving -
further incursions by foreign companies into our offshore, without
seeking benefits for Canadians and Canada.

For the future, I would hope that government and industry can
work more closely together. I will do all I can to acquaint the
other segments of government with the underwater requirements of4

H Canada and with the potential benefits to Canada from a s~tronger
underwater industry sector.

I ask that industry assist me in this venture and allow me to
act as a civil servant in the truest sense of the term.
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ANATIONAL PROGRAM FOR MANNED UND)ERWATER WORK

By

Joseph B. Maclnnis, CM,MD,FRGS

The fat lowing is an edited version of the author's remaaka.
It i hisbelief that brevity is a catalyst of action.

te Manned undersea exploration and underwater work are low on
telist of national priorities. The Canadian gov~ernment is con-

S cerned with far more serious issues - environmental pollution,
unemployment, inflation, new energy sources - to name only a few.
Even within the National Ocean Policy of 1973, manned underwater
work merits only indirect reference; it is contained in the

? statement "that within five years Canada achieve an internationally
recognized ability to operate above and below arctic ice".

However, il.l of you have attended this ý_...ing because you
strongly believe in the importance of diving and manned underwater
work. You see it as a great challenge, either for industrial, mili-
tary, or sdientific reasons. For those of us who have been involved
in diving for a significant time, it is a challenge of the spirit as
much as it is a challenge of technologies.

All of you represent the Canadian diving community, from St.
*John's to Vancouver. You are well aware of the over 100 industrial,

scientific and military tasks that are being carried out underwater
in this country and abroad, and you are even more aware of the

* direct benefits of such work. For the industrial diver, it is
accomplishment of a task and the making of a profit. For the scien-
tific diver, it is understanding the processes of the ocean and the
human complexities of diving. For the military diver, it is the
ability to carry out surveillance and control of our continentalI
shelves. And we should not forget the recreational diver. There are

* over 50,000 of them in Canada and they represent enthusiasm and a
pool of talent.

For many of you it is the indirect benefits of diving that are
important. Among theEe are friendship, critical thinking, shared

H adventure and the value of achievement. These are intangible, but of
* great significance.
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Of the almost 100 of you who have come to this meeting, there
is great strength in your diversity. Among you are physiologists,
engineers, doctors, students and businessmen, all sharing a genuine
love of the sea and your ability to work beneath it. You come from
all walks of life and every part of the dominion. But until now,
your activities have been carried out in a highly random fashion.
Not only are your efforts geographically scattered, from the east to '
the west coast and up into the Arctic, but there is no overall theme,
no effort to coordinate the importance of what you do. You have- need
for a unified voice. S

There are many major issues coming up on the horizon for the
Canadian diving community. Some of them ar.e: (

a. future directions for research and develor.mnent-
in the laboratory and in the sea;

b. a need to improve our capacity to wo~rk deep in

c. search and rescue for submersibles aud divers,
particularly in polar waters;

d. future safety and training programs.

This is only a partial list, a hint of the size of the problem.

If there is to be a national program for manned underwater work

in Canada, its design and presentation will have to come from the
diving community itself. The government will not do it for you--but
it will listen carefully to what you have to say.

It is imperative that in the near future the diving community
sit down and conceive a series of objectives, strategies and programs
that will enhance the safety and effectiveness of working divers on
our deep continental shelves.,

A logical place for this effort to begin is here at DCIEI4.
Here, in the geographic centre of the country, is the facility and
staff to provide a focal point to become "a centre of excellence".
What is needed is the vision. And the follow-through.

A start has been made. But only a start. This is the second
diving symposium held here at DCIEM. But, it is the long empty
interval between these symposia that really should concern you.
Nothing really happens. No coordination. No coherent objectives. No
newsletters. No shared industry, military and scientific programs.
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We can look elsewhere for possibly helpful precedents. One
of these is a Manned Undersea Science and Technology (MUST) office
that operates under NOAA in Washington. It coordinates scientific
diving programs in the Un~ted States and works very closely with
the U.S. Navy. Because of the relatively small size of your con-
stituency here in Canada, it should be far easier for you to coordi-
nate your efforts.

Today's diving community is, as Coidridge rut it in his poem,
"The Ancient Mariner", 44... as idle as a painted ship upon a painted
sea" The problem with this particular ship is that it is not only
idle, but that it has no compass nor a set of charts to tell it where
it should head. Without immedi~ate action, taken together, the
Canadian diving community will find itself headed serenely for some
uncharted reetf. The time for action is now.
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DELEGATES ATTENDING THE 2ND CANADIAN DIVING SYMPOSIUM

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Department of National Defence

Cdr Wilson (DMEE) 613-996-3574 National Defence Headquarters
Lt Weaver :DMEE) 613-992-3154 Ottawa, Ontario
Mr. Allen (DHEE) 613-992-3154 KIA OK2
LCdr Brown (DMEM) 613-995-9868
Mr. Fisher (DMEM) 613-995-9877
Mr. Soaper (CRAD) 613-992- 7146
LCdr Busby (DMRS) 613-992-0951

Maritime Command (Atlantic) (

Lt Coulombe 902-426-5146 Maritime Command Headquarters
Staff Office Diving and Mine
Countermeasures

FMO HALIFAX, N.S.i' B3K 2X0

LCdr Coren 902-463-5111 Commanding Officer
Fleet Diving bit (Atlantic)
Shearwater, N.S.
BOJ 3A0

Maritime Command (Pacific)

LCdr Rowse 604-388-1896 Commanding Officer

LCdr Essery 604-388-1696 Fleet Diving Unit (Pacific)
FMO VICTORIA, B.C.

Rteserve Diving Units VOS iBO

LCdr Hill 416-523-2737 Staff Officer
HMCS STAR
Catherine St. North
Hamilton, Out
L8L 4V7

Lt Watts 902-424-2090 Diving Officer
HMCS SCOTIAN
FMO HALIFAX, N.S.
B3K 2XO

Department of Energy, Mines & Resources

Mr. Yungblut 613-995-9351 Chief Operations & Conservation
Mr. Lepine Division

Drilling & Operations Section
Resource Management and
Conservation

580 Booth St.
Ottawa, Out
KU OE4
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Department of Fisheries and Marine Services

Mr. Tomlinson 613-994-9617 Head, Fleet Operational Support
and Analysis Section

Fisheries and Marine Service I
Department of Fisheries and
Marine Service

Room 407
P 615 Booth Street

Ottawa, Ontario
K2H 7,.1

Department of Industry, Trade and Co-merce

Mr. Edelstein 613-992-0036 Commerce Officer
Ocean Industries Division
Transport Industries Branch

(Code 53)
Department of Industry, Trade

and Commerce
240 Sparks Stroet
Ottawa, Ontario
Kj.a. OH5

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

, ,%Newfoundland

Mr. Jan Furst 709-754-2401 President and General Manager
Newfoundland Ocean& Research

and Development Corporation
P.O. Box 8833
St. Johns, Newfoundland

Mr. B. Stone Newfoundland Oceans Research
and Development Corporation

P.O. Box 8833
St. Johns, Newfoundland

Mr. E.P. Quigley 709-737-2781 Sanior Development Officer
Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador

Department of Industrial
Development

St. Johns, Newfoundland

Hr. B. Lukeman 709-726-6681 Diving Officer
Marine Biology Department
Memorial University
St. Johns, Newfoundland

r

I' . . . .. . .. .. . . ., ,_ _
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Nova Scotia

Mr. C.R. Tyner 902-424-8670 Divisional Manager
Centre of Ocean Technology
Nova Scotia Research Foundation Corp.
100 Fenwick Street
Box 790
Dartmouth, N.S.
B2Y 3Z7

Mr. M. Taiani 902-424-8670 Scientific Officer
Nova Scotia Research Foundation Corp.
100 Fenwick Street
Box 790
Dartmouth, N.S.
B2Y 3Z7

Mr. F. Watts 902-424-2090 Diving Officer
Marine Biology Department
Dalhousie Univarsity
Robie Street i
Halifax, N.S.

B331 4S1

Ontario

Dr. G. Harpur 519-Tobermory Medical Director
2303 Tobermory Hyperbaric Centre

Box 220
Tobermory, Ontario
NOH 2R3

Sgt R. Porpealia 416-965-4400 Senior Force Diver
Ontario Provincial Police
90 Harbour Street
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 2Sl

Coast. G. Brown 416-965-4400 Diving Instructor
b Ontario Provincial Police

90 Harbour Street
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 2SI

Const. R. Hancock 416-965-4400 Diving Instructor
Ontario Provincial Police
90 Harbour Street
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 2S1

L _ _ _ _ _
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Const. W. McGillvray 705-726-6484 Diver
Ontario Provincial Police
20 Rose Street

Barrie, Ontario
L4M 4T2

Mr. B. Landry 416-884-9901 Director of Diving
Seneca College Applied Arts and
Technology

King Campus
King City, Ontario

Mr. V. Patcheson 416-884-9901 Seneca College Applied Arts and

Technology
* King Campus

King City, Ontario

Mr. D. McVie 416-884-9901 Seneca College Applied Arts and
Technology

King Campus
Kin-, City, Ontario

British Columbia

Mr. S. Duffy 604-273-3878 Accident Prevention Officer
Worker's Compensation Board of

*% British Columbia
10551 Shellbridge Way
Richmond, B.C.[

EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNITS

LCdr Buckingham 904-234-4351 Diving Medical Officer
Naval Experimental Diving Unit
Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory

Panama City, Florida 32401
U.S.A.

Lt Rank 904-234-4351 Diving Officer
Naval Experimental Diving Unit
Naval Coastel Systems Laboratory
Panama City, Florida 32401
U.S.A.

EN(l) D.V. Harkins 904-234-4351 Diver
Naval Experimental Diving Unit
Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory
Panama City, Florida 32401
U.S.A.
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LCdr Laukner Diving Officer
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Facility
Indian Head, Maryland, 20640
U.S.A.

Lt Brown Diving Officer
Deep Trials Unit
c/o RNPL, Fort Road
Alverstoke, Hants
P012 2DU
England
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INDUSTRY

Mr. J. Hammond 416-622-3100 Purchasing Department
'• Atlas Alloys

161 The West Mall
Etobicoke, Ontario
M9C 4V8

Mr. G. Lowden 416-683-8751 President
Argosy Sports LtU.
239 Station St.
Ajax, Ontario
LIS 1S3

Mr. K. Hisey 416-683-8751 General Manager
Argosy Sports Ltd.•i • 239 Station St.

Ajax, Ontario
LIS IS3

"Mr. E. McFadzen 506-455-3720 Prusident

Atlantic Marine & Diving Co. Ltd.
ji 476 York Street

Fredericton, New Brunswick
E3B 3P7

"Mr. J. McFadzen 506-455-3720 Vice President
Atlantic Marine & Diving Co. Ltd.
476 York Street
Fredericton, Now Brunswick
E3B 3P7

Mr. R. Poore 506-455-3720 Atlantic Marine & Diving Co. Ltd.
i 476 York Street

"Fredericton, New Brunswick

E3B 3P7

Mr. P. Nuytten 604-984-9131 President
Can-Dive Services Ltd.
"#3-250 E. Esplanade
North Vancouver, L.C.

Mr. D. Elsey 416-671-1883 Manager, Great Lakes Division

Can-Dive Services Ltd.
"V 7171 Tonbram Rd. #22

"Mississauga, Ontario
L4T 3W4

Dr. L. Pogorski 416-745-6024 President
Chemical Projects Ltd.
64 Racine Road
Rexdale, Ontario
M9W 2Z7
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Dr. R. Lomnes 604-941-8561 Vice President
Canadian Thin Films Inc.

#15 1750 McLean Avenue

Port Coquitlam, B.C.
V3C 1M9

Mr. V. Macura 604-941-8561 Senior Engineer
Canadian Thin Films Inc.
#15 1750 Mrpean Avenue
Port Coquitlam, B.C.
V3C 1M9

Mr. Boudren 705-649-2474 Canada Gunite
Sault Ste Marie, Ontario

Mr. Pineo 705-649-2474 Canada Gunite
Sault Ste Marie, Ontario

Mr. Cowley 416-635-1678 President
Cowley Consultants Ltd.
4480 Chesswood Drive
Downsview, Ontario

Mr. Beemer 416-635-1678 Cowley Consultants Ltd.
4480 Chesswood Drive
Downsview, Ontario

Mr. B. Lomas 902-434-5120 Dominion Diving Co. Ltd.
Panivista Drive
Dartmouth, N.S.

Mr. J. Smith 902-539-8830 Dive Tech
P.O. Box 724
82 York Street
Sydney, Nova Scotia

Mr. P. Renzetti 514-388-1186 Director
John Date Ltd.
431 E. Henri-Bourassa
Montreal, P.Q.
H3L 1C5

Mr. J. Cartwright Fitz-Wright Manufacturing Ltd.
17919 Roan Place
Surrey, B.C.
V3S SK1
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Mr. J. Misner 519-586-3200 President
Great Lakes Marine Contractors Ltd.
Box 328
Port Dover, Ontario
NOA INO

Mr. D.J. Morecombe 604-980-8591 General Manager
Horton Maritime Exploration Ltd. U
20 Brooksbank Avenue
North Vancouver, B.C.

Mr. Mannen Hyperbaric Ltd.
40 Spire Hillway
Willowdale, Outario
M2H 3A4

Mr. Oldaker 604-688-8607 President
HYCO Subsea Ltd.
P.O. Box 1059
Station A
Vancouver, B.C.
V6C 2PI

Mr. J. McFarlane 604-931-2408 President
International Submarine Engineering
Ltd.

2601 Murry Street
Port Moody, B.C.
V3H iXl

Mr. L. Bell 519-Tobermory President
2421 Narwhal Marine Products

P.O. Box 171
Tobermory, Ontario

:1 NOH 2R0

Mr. W. Neale 416-889-2555 President
William A. Neale & Associates Ltd.
14 Vista View Boulevard
Thornhill, Ontario
L.4J ZA6

Miss M. Cuddeback 416-595-5188 Interior DesignK ~ Ryerson Polytechnical Institute
50 Gould Street
Toronto, Ontario
M4Y 2G6

SMr. R. Morgan 416-828-6812 Romar Equipment Limited
M o4 82410-5 Dunwin Drive

Mississauga, Ontario
L5L 1J9

1.i
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Mr. C. Hinds 416-745-9680 Director Advanced Programs
SPAR Aerospace Products Ltd.
825 Caledonia Road
Toronto, Ontario
M6B 3X8

Mr. J. Graham 416-748-9680 Manager, Research & Development
SPAR Aerospace Products Ltd.
825 Caledonia Road
Toronto, Ontario
M6B 3X8

Mr. T. Sehgal 416-745-9680 Project Engineer (RMS DIV)
SPAR Aerospace Products Ltd.
825 Caledonia Road
Toronto, Ontario
M6B 3X8

Mr. J. Wilson 416-595-3347 Manager (Safety Director - Hyper-
baric Department)

Toronto General Hospital
1001 College Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5G IL7

Mr. J. Flury 902-463-1912 President
Undersea Equipment Ltd.
P.O. Box 1159
Dartmouth, N.S.
B2Y 4B8

Mr. R. Ward 902-463-1912 Chairman & Executive Director
Undersea Equipment Ltd.
P.O. Box 1159
Dartmouth, N.S.
B2Y 4B8

Mr. T. Russell 416-894-1731 Diving Supervisor
Underwater Cas Developers
52 Memorial Park Drive
Welland, Ontario
L3BU7

Mr. G. Janeway 416-894-1731 Diver
Underwater Gas Developers
52 Memorial Park Drive
Welland, Ontario
L3B L47

~.
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Dr. J. McInnis 416-921-1652 President
Undersea Research Ltd.
17 Foxbar Road
Toronto, OntarioM4V 2G5

Mrs. S. Bacon 416-921-1652 Secretary-Treasurer
4 Undersea Research Ltd.

17 Foxbar Road
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 2G5

Mr. H. Jackson 403-265-3493 President

Underwater Specialists Ltd.
533 - 1lth Avenue, S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2R 0C9

Mr. D. Macauley 403-265-3493 Diving ForemanH •Underwater Specialists Ltd.
533 - llth Avenue, S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2R OC9

SMr. G. Bodak 514-849-7940 President
SI Underwater Services Ltd.

4820 St. Lawrence Boulevard
Montreal, P.Q.
112T IR5

Mr. E. Bodak 514-849-7940 Vice President
Underwater Services Ltd.
4820 St. Lawrence Boulevard
Montreal, P.Q.
H2T IR5

NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

%. K. Cutts 416-751-0780 President, ACUC
46 Wood Garden Crescent
Scarborough, Ontario
MlE 3K2

Dr. R. Towson 416-751-0780 Vice-President, ACUC
46 Wood Garden CrescentScarborough, Ontario
M1E 3K2

Mrs. V. Stewart 416-751-0780 Director and Secretary, ACUC
. 46 Wood Garden CrescentScarborough, Ontario

MIE 3K2

I
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Mr. T. Kozak General Manager
National Association of Underwater

Instructors
P.O. Box 510
Etobicoke, Ontario
M9C 4V5

Mr. W. Knudsen 416-839-1516 Toronto Canadive
1235 Radom Street
#63 Bay Ridges, Ontario

The following addresses are of companies, organizations jr of
individuals who attended the "First Canadian Diving Symposium" held
at DCIEM 17-18 February, 1976, and were unable to attend the Second
Symposium. These addresses are published in an attempt to broaden the
channels of communication within the Canadian diving community. The
accuracy of this information cannot be vouched for.

The President The President
Scintrex Editor of "Dive Canada"
222 Snidercroft Ontario Underwater Council
Concord, Ontario c/o Sports Ontario

559 Jarvis Street
Mr. M. Colpitts Toronto, Ontario
Ocean Industries Division
Dept. of Industry Trade & Commerce The PresidentOttawa, Ontario Aqua Specton Inc.

KIA OH5 1594 Ch St. Louis

Mr. F. Broennle, President Quebec, P.Q.

Deep Diving Systems Ltd. The President
P.O. Box 2717 Seamount Divitg and Marine Contracts
Thunder Day, Ontario ' 28 Shadyside
P7B 5G2 (807)-344-5867 Hamilton, Ontario

The President Mr. G.R. Meek
K.D. Marine International Submersible Operations Office
6600 Trans Canada Highway c/o Regional Marine Superintendent
Suite 750 Ocean and Aquatic Sciences Pacific
Pointe Claire, P.Q. Region

1230 Government Street
Canada Centre for Inland Waters Victoria, B.C,
867 Lakeshore Road V8W 1Y4
P.O. Box 5050
Burlington, Ontario Dr. J.B. Morrison
L7R 4AC Simon Fraser University

Burnaby, B.C.
Mr. B. Mockridge
President, NAUI Canada Department of Pharmocology
c/o INCO Box 44 University of Western Ontario
1#1 1st Canadian Place London, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
M5X 1C4

- -------
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The President
Forand Marine and Construction Mr. C. Rolfe

t Company Limited Executive Director
37 St. Quentin 333 River Drive
Toronto, Ontario Vanier City, OntarioKIL 8B9

Director 

i

Ontario Research Foundation The President
Sheridan Park Dominion Diving Contractors
Mississauga, Ontario 1175 Provast
L5K 1B3 Lachine, P.Q.

Sgt Glen Barrie Ray Bonnell
Royal Canadian Mounted Police 2 Enniskillen Drive

Room 351, Pickering Building Oromocto, New Brunswick
250 Tremblay Road
Ottawa, Ontario Dr. Adamson

3798 Lawrence Avenue East
Mrs. L. Adamson Scarborough, Ontario
Chedobe Hospital MiG 2P9
Hamilton, OntarioI President

Dr. P. Adamson Diving and Marine Co. Ltd.
SChedobe Hospital (Forbes and Young)

Hamilton, Ontario 39 Hook Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

President
Underwater Associates President
P.O. Box 86 Quebec Underwater Services
Tobermory, Ontario 85 Lavegueur
NOH 2R0 Quebec, P.Q.

President LCdr M Lafontaine
Underwater Unlimited Co. Ltd. HMCS BRUNSWICKER
22 Rexton P.O. Box 668
Etobicoke, Ontario St. John, New Brunswick

E2L 4A5
Mr. Gino Gemas
6441 Lougheed Highway Mr. Normand Dehaiea
Burnaby, B.C. 4400 Jeanne d'Arc
V5B 3A1 Montreal, P.Q.

HIX 2El
Mr. John Rogers
640 Fleet Street Mr. Tom Tumilty

SToronto, Ontario 52 Bromley Crescent
M5V 1B2 Bramalea, Ontario

LUT iZl
Mr. Roger Aggette

S2 Graham Street Mr. John Carter
Dartmouth, N.S. P.O. Box 31

- B3A 3H7 Chrysbstome, Quebec

A me'
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Mr. Bill High Mr. Donald H.H. MacKenzie, M.D.
6531 North East 198th Street University of Toronto Health Service
Seattle, Washington 98155 256 Huron Street
U. S.A. Toronto, OntarioMSS lAl

Mr. David McLaren

356 Biggar Place LCdr Trembley
Prince Rupert, B.C. HMCS MONTCALM
V8J 1V7 P.O. Box 219

Quebec City, P.Q.
Mr. Samson GiR 4P3
Laval University
Physical Education Department Chairman, Chemical Engineering Dept. I
Quebec City, P.Q. University of Toronto

STorouto, Ontario

Chairman, Marine Biology Dept. T
Simon Fraser University Chairman, Marine Biology Dept. I
Burnaby, B.C. University of Victoria

President Quebec Diving Federation

Mr. R. Grenon Commanding Officer
927 Place du Viadue Fleet Diving Unit (Atlantic)
St. Foy 10, P.Q. Shearwater, N.S.
BlX 3E6 BOJ 3AO

Commanding Officer Mr. A.C. Robinson, Designer
Fleet Diving Unit (Pacific) International Submarine Engineering Ltd.
FMO VICTORIA, B.C. 2601 Murray Street

Port Moody, B.C.
Mr. A. Egerton V3H lXl (604) 931-2408
President, M.S.E. Engineering

Systems Ltd. Mr. S. Wignall
265 Canartic Drive Executive Director
Downsview, Ontario The Atlantic Charter
M3J 2W7 Maritime Archaeological Foundation
(416) 661-5646 1100, 17th Street, N.W.

Suite 410
Mr. Allan Watson Washington, D.C. 20006 U.S.A.
American Bureau of Shipping (202) 785-5i16
Suite 315
159 Bay Street
Toronto, Ontario
(416) 368-5038

President
Underwater World Ltd.
3048 Kingston
Toronto, Ontario
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